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INTRODUCTION

In the field of “marine insurance”, there are two types of insurance for ships, i.e. “ship insurance i.e. hull insurance” and “Protection & Indemnity (P&I) insurance”. Majority are familiar with ship insurance, as it mainly covers the property risk of the ship under certain risks, the collision responsibility of the ship, and the cost loss of the rescue. As for the Protection & Indemnity insurance, due to its relatively stable professionalism and complexity, not everyone is familiar with it\(^{(1)}\). The study analyses the cover of the third parties under Protection & Indemnity insurance analyse rights, liabilities and duties to associated third parties and comparison of various laws. Protection & Indemnity (P&I) insurance does not have an official and accurate definition. The guarantee of P&I insurance originally refers to the protection of one-quarter collision liability and personal injury compensation liability. Compensation relates to Indemnity, which covers the liability for damages. P&I insurance refers to the combination of insurance and compensation insurance\(^{(2)}\).

The current Protection & Indemnity insurance is used to refer to the liability risk of the insurance claimed by “the Ship-owners P&I Club”. It mainly covers the ship-owners outside the scope of the ship insurance, operates the ship and manage liability risks such as cargo liability, pollution liability, death liability, collision, touch liability, personal injury, wreck handling liability, fine liability and contractual liability\(^{(3)}\). In a strict sense, P&I insurance and marine insurance are not an accurate classification of maritime risks. P&I insurance and ship insurance complement each other and complement each other to build a ship owner's risk protection system jointly. P&I insurance has been continuously adjusted with the continuous development of social, legal and ship insurance,

---


which has played an essential role in ensuring the gradual development of the shipping industry (1).

The proposed study aims to discuss the significance of the insurance of third contracts (protection and indemnity) that affect insurance contracts, i.e. insurance contracts for the benefit of the third parties (2). The insurance refers to the compensation of the other party by linking the agreement of the party that compensates the paid premiums. In particular, ship insurance covers the damages or loss of terminals, cargo, ships, and property transferred between the final destination and origin. According to the insurance below, different types of marine insurance are offered. Insurance Hull is the first insurance of the ship-owner and depends on the existence or capital value of the ship. If the ship is damaged, it is mainly property damage insurance. Other insurance is a source of income for the ship and is intended to cover the loss of income (3).

**Background of Study**

According to Jain et al., (2018) (4), marine insurance covers all insurance contracts intended to compensate for damages caused by natural risks of maritime navigation. This includes potential hazards that can damage ships, products, and others. Marine insurance has evolved since its inception, as today's coverage covers not only ships and marine items but also a wide range of ships, including cargo, and legal obligations that may come from sea mail or port. Marine insurance has evolved since its inception, because nowadays there is a great opportunity not only for ships and marine items, but also for insured items, including cargo, goods and civil liability that may come from a maritime mission.

---


(3) Ross, Jaimie. Ibid,5

or port. In the insurance of ships, even ships that are in repair are insured. This insurance was one of the pioneers in the field of insurance since the first risks that were covered were those of navigation, in theory, originated in the middle Ages because of the high maritime traffic in the Mediterranean and the prohibition of the Catholic Church to make loans to the course.

Further elaborated by Germano, (2015)\(^{(1)}\), in related to insurance, the loss of business insurance is the most important, as the primary purpose is to compensate for the loss of revenue if the vessel stops serving the ship because it is damaged. Commodity insurance refers to the transport of goods from one place to another. The seller or the buyer of the goods carries it out regularly, but it can be applied without official sales, such as the transport of goods from one department to another. “P&I insurance” is the primary liability insurance in the context of shipping, as the insurer (owner) is also responsible for “personal injury and loss of life and property”. Typically, the risks covered by P&I clubs are explained in more detail in the insurance contract.

As a starting point, “an insurance contract is a contract where the insurer”, the P&I Club, will pay compensation to the person who agreed, i.e. ship-owner, if some events occur. The person entering into the contract with the insurer, and who pays the premium, is called the person effecting the insurance contract\(^{(2)}\). Under P&I conditions, the person who pays the premium and has affected the insurance will be identified as a member and the beneficiary of the sum insured as assured. Typically, the person or company affecting the insurance will also be the beneficiary under the policy (the assured), primarily, involving the right to claim compensation in connection with an insured casualty. However, the person who is going to receive the compensation may be another person than that one who

---


effected the insurance due to, for instance, a unified financial interest between the assured cover and the primary insured\(^{(1)}\).

Such persons may be called co-insured, but may also have other names. A similar distinction is not used in English insurance law. Differently, they will use the concept of third parties whereas the problem inherent in the distinction is solved through the doctrine of agency, implying that the person effecting the insurance acts as an agent for the assured or through assignments of the policy. It is to note that the term co-insured can refer to both several assured and several insurers. However, considering that the proposed study will cover the insurance for the benefit of more than one assured, when the term co-insurance is mentioned here it will mean the assured co-insurance and not co-insurance between several insurers\(^{(2)}\).

As explained by Petrinović et al., (2017)\(^{(3)}\), Protection & Indemnity insurance for ships flexibly cover civil liability according to the risks in each case. However, war or terrorism damages that are covered by additional insurance and provided by specialized insurers are excluded. The “P&I insurance” is civil liability insurance for reimbursement; that is, the insured ship-owner must first pay the compensation to the third party and then try to recover what was paid from his club. It is the clause of the previous payment. As there may be several civil liabilities for damages to third parties, who is the subject obliged to contract the P & I insurance. This will depend on each specific case, but the tendency is to move this obligation from the property to the operation of the vessel, that is, not so much in the owner but the ship-owner. Although the same compulsory insurance may have multiple insured persons other than the obligor, they can be
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identified by their name in the insurance policy\(^{(1)}\). A minimum amount must be insured. Although this can sometimes be insufficient in the case of significant losses with ships that pollute the waters with hydrocarbons, which lists several examples in which the compensation has not reached to compensate the injured, despite that has risen over the years. The amount of the insured capital in passenger ships, however, has increased significantly in recent years\(^{(2)}\).

In the P&I insurance contract relationship, the insurance premium paid by the ship-owners as the insured to the insurer (ship-owners mutual insurance association) is generally not a fixed amount agreed by the parties before the contract is established, and the ship-owners operation of the insurer and insurance claims have specific right to intervene and decide; and the ship owners’ mutual insurance association as an insurer is not for profit, and provides many services other than insurance compensation for the insured free of charge. In addition, P&I insurance contracts have some distinctive features that are different from ordinary commercial insurance contracts\(^{(3)}\). P&I insurance is insurance against the legal liability of the ship-owners for third parties. Moreover, the "third party" is any person who, in addition to the ship-owners, has a statutory or contractual claim for the insured vessel. “P&I insurance” is generally covered by arranging the ship to enter the “Mutual Insurance Association”. The members of this mutual insurance association are the ship-owners, or the bareboat charterers, ship management companies\(^{(4)}\).

\(^{(2)}\) Majd, Mohammadali. Ibid,15.
As configured by Kelsen, (2017)(1), protection and indemnity insurance dates back to the 19th century in London, England. Currently, the ship-owners and their charters are trying to ensure their ships and the owner receives insurance for the goods. However, ship-owners and leasing companies are aware that goods may be inaccurate when goods are lost or damaged at sea, and therefore require third party indemnity insurance for liability. In the first half of the nineteenth century, insurance companies did not want to take on third-party cargo liability risks, so the owners responded to the creation of a joint “P&I club”. As the volume of traffic increased in the second half of the nineteenth century, the number of insurance claims increased, especially, as regards collision requests and third party obligations. During this time, team members want more and more benefits from their employers.

Clarke (2017)(2) defined the abbreviation of “protection and indemnity insurance” is the insurance that the insured ship-owner should undertake in the operation of the ship business, but does not include the liability risk within the scope of the ship insurance coverage. The insurance subject of P&I insurance is the ship owner’s liability risk, so in terms of attributes, it belongs to the scope of liability insurance, which is different from the ship insurance whose property is mainly property insurance. As a supplement to ship insurance, it adapts to the objective needs of ship-owners in operating the ship business and enriches the content of marine insurance. The main part of the P&I insurance business is not the insurance company, but the P&I association organized by the ship-owners voluntarily (P&I Club)(3). Ship P&I insurance plays an important role in the international marine insurance market. With the development of ship insurance and reinsurance business, ship P&I insurance plays an increasingly important role. To understand ship P&I insurance, you must start with its history and development.

Ship P&I insurance has a long history and has been popular since the mid-19th century. In May 1885, the first ship owners’ mutual insurance association was established. It is the British Britannia P&I Club. In the second year, the North British P&I Club (North) was established. Afterwards, the British P&I Club, the London Steam P&I Club and other ship owners’ P&I Clubs were established. In the late 19th century, the British-centred Ship-owners P&I Club Group was gradually established in the world(1). The creation of the P&I Club has a profound historical background and is summarized in three main reasons. First, in order to transfer the collision liability of the ship insurer unwilling to bear after the collision of the ship.

Second, in order to transfer personal injuries and illnesses on board the ship, such as crewmembers and shore loaders risks caused by illnesses and other accidents(2). Major accidents such as collisions in ships will not only cause property damage, but also crew and other employment. Personal injury or death. Even if the ship is in normal navigation, especially in the long sea voyage, it is inevitable that the crew will be personally injured, sick and so on. When the ship is in the process of loading and unloading, accidents such as accidents of loading and unloading workers, tally personnel and other shore personnel are also frequent occurrences(3). Therefore, in order to allow this part of the risk to be transferred, many ship-owners voluntarily organize to cover such risks in the form of mutual insurance.

Third, liability for damage caused by the ship's unseaworthiness or the carrier's failure to manage the cargo appropriately. According to, ship-owners are not excused as carriers when they are unseaworthy or the carrier does not control the goods, even if they have insured the ship’s insurance, the ship the insurer also does not agree to cover this liability risk. Ship-owners naturally want to transfer this risk to others(4). The best way is for the ship-owners to organize and protect

(3) Bundock, Michael. Ibid, 39.
each other so that one person's fault can get everyone's help. The above is an important reason for the establishment of the Ship-owners P&I Club. Of course, the ship mutual insurance association is produced because the ship-owners can organize the exchange of experience and experience in operating the ship in order to reduce the payment of insurance premiums to the insurers. The history of the development of the International Ship P&I Club also tells us that this is an effective organization to promote international shipping safety and economic operations, and is playing an active role in the international shipping industry\(^{(1)}\).

The Ship P&I Club has been established for more than 140 years. Only in the London insurance market in the UK. At the end of 1995, about 39 P&I Clubs underwritten the maritime business, forming the main body of the mutual insurance association in the London market \(^{(2)}\). Among them, 11 P&I Clubs are international P&I groups (The International Group of P&I Clubs, Member of IG). Today IG is made up of 17 ship P&I associations, which monopolizes the world. More than 95% of the ship's gross tonnage. In fact, IG is a unique reinsurance system for the ship owners’ mutual insurance association. The mutual insurance associations participating in IG are independent of each other. For a certain amount of compensation, the mutual insurance associations shall bear the responsibility independently. For insurance liabilities exceeding this amount, they shall be borne by IG’s mutual fund or by mutual, the insurance associations are responsible for each other, or the IG is insured against other insurance markets, and this amount is constantly changing \(^{(3)}\).

For example\(^{(4)}\), according to current regulations, the insurance liability of less than US$5 million is independently borne by the mutual insurance


associations; the insurance liability of between US$5 million and US$30 million is borne by the funds established by the mutual insurance associations participating in IG. Mutual insurance associations insure the insurance liability between $30 million and $1.5 billion. If the insurance liability exceeds $1.5 billion, it will be reinstated to other international insurance markets.

The International P&I Club Group meets regularly to study and formulate major guidelines and policies for international ship P&I insurance, such as premium adjustment, acceptance of members, reinsurance policies, compensation principles for major underwriting risks, major maritime cases, and insurance market control and development. It has become the core organization of the international marine insurance industry. Traditionally, there is no limit to the compensation of the Ship P&I Club, but since February 1996, IG has limited its underwriting liability to less than $20 billion, but the liability for oil pollution is limited to $50 billion(1).

In addition, the Campbell 1846 Lord Law promised crewmembers requirements on the dashboard, and given the boom in North American and Australian migration, ship-owners believed that passengers were likely to be high. In 1885(2), in response to increasing risks and inadequate reasoning, the first member of the Defence Forces was established as a shipowners' association (later became a British P&I club). The purpose of the club was to take responsibility for the risk of collision, which is not accompanied by a marine life insurance policy other than life and personal injury. The club has been successful and has created similar communities. After nearly 20 years, the club began to provide the shipowners with additional insurance so that the club named P&I (3).

As per Thomas, (2015)(4), Co-insurance is the insurance agreement between the person effecting the insurance and the insurer is made to the advantage of more than one assured. In this case, the cover may be planned to protect parties

(1) Tettenborn, Andrew, and Barış Soyer. "DIRECT ACTION AGAINST INSURERS AND P & I CLUBS."
who may be at risk due to operations or activities in which they are involved — for example, crew agents who employ crewmembers for the ship. Hence, the position of the co-assured will be examined to identify their rights and obligations\(^{(1)}\). An important question here is to what extent the rules addressed to the member are also discussed to the co-assured, in a perspective of identification. Furthermore, to what extent the insurer may invoke a breach caused by the member against the co-assured. Therefore, it intends to examine some of these situations. For that, the analysis of the P&I Clubs statues and rules, in particular, “SKULD P&I CLUB, GARD P&I CLUB and UK P&I CLUB” will allow making a comparison between the conditions. It is to mention that it is outside the scope of this study to discuss the international regulations above mentioned in depth. The purpose is therefore limited to a more superficial demonstration of the differences related to the cover of third parties under Protection & Indemnity insurance\(^{(2)}\).

Aims and Objectives

The aims and objectives of study are;

- To evaluate protection and indemnity insurance;
- To analyse third-party co-insurance;
- To assess rights and duties associated with third-party co-insurance; and
- To compare different countries, law with respect to marine insurance.

Significance of the Study

The significance of the study is to analyse marine insurance accurately to protection and indemnity insurance. The study provides measures to third parties under the protection and indemnity club. The study contributes to examine benefits that are given to third parties under protection and indemnity insurance also stating rights, liabilities and duties.

The study has analysed protection and indemnity insurance with respect to third party liability in the marine insurance. The study comprises of eight; chapters each


\(^{(2)}\) Thomas, Rhidian, ed. The modern law of marine insurance: Ibid, 54.
chapter holds its own significance. The first chapter provides different sources of law. The second chapter provides detailed analysis of protection and indemnity clubs along with issues and liabilities available to the third party. The third chapter provides legal nature of protection and indemnity contracts to third parties. The, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh chapter provides rights and duties available to third parties in general and under English law and its association with Brazilian law. The eight chapter is associated with protection and indemnity contracts to third parties under United States of America.

CHAPTER 1; THE SOURCES OF LAW

1.1 UK “P&I Insurance” “(Protection and indemnity insurance)”

1.1.1 Introduction

The "Protection and Indemnity Insurance" is also commonly recognised as "P&I Insurance". This is a sort of mutual or shared maritime cover of insurance delivered and offered by a "P&I club". While furthermore, an organisation that provides marine insurance offers "hull and machinery" breakdown coverage for owners of ships and offers cover for cargo owners. “P&I also offers coverage for risks that are open-ended that conventional insurers are hesitant to provide cover for. The distinctive “P&I” insurance cover comprises of the third party risk for the carrier in order to cover damages resulted during carriage of party’s cargo. It also provides covers for war risk and risk resulting from environmental damages such as risks from oil spills and pollution. In the United Kingdom, both P&I clubs and conventional underwriters are subjected to the "Marine Insurance Act 1906”.

A "P&I" club is an association for shared insurance that offers risk pooling, representation and information for its associates. Not similar to the marine insurance organisation, which reports and accountable to its shareholders, whereas a P&I club merely reports to its associates. Originally, the "P&I Club" were

typically operators of ships, owners of ships or demise characters, but more lately, they are also forwarders of freight and operators of the warehouse.(1)

Under the Marine Insurance Act(2), the premium is paid by the assured in order to have coverage, which endures for a specific period, for example for a year or duration of the voyage. This means the duration of voyage and time period is a source of “P&I Insurance”(3). This paid premium is an aggregate sum of money that is summed into the pool of club as a type of "kitty" which is referred to as pool fund. If at the year end, there are still finances in the pool, every member have to pay a reduced sum of money for the subsequent year, but if the club has to make a major payments such as after an oil leakage. each associate has to pay additional amount to replenish the required amount of the pool. This means that these damages and losses to parties of the cargo items during the voyage are also a source of law, which resulted in different insurance and marine laws. There is a Global Group of P&I Clubs founded at Peek House, London. These Clubs collaborate to offer money on massive and large claims applying a typical system to judge and evaluate the liability of the insurance provider(4).

1.1.2 The United Kingdom “Insurance Contract Act 2015”

The new Act for insurance was made effective and came into force on August 12, 2016, during the policy year of 2016/2017 with the title of "UK Insurance Act 2015 ". This new Act is able to offer additional protection to both non-consumer and consumer purchasers of insurance. As such, it also aimed to modify the English Insurance contract law that is presently classified in the "Marine Insurance Act 1906" also referred to as "MIA 1906"(5). When it was being drafted, it was identified that the new Act might not be needed in sophisticated markets, within the sector of the marine insurance market. Instead, it

(2) Marine Insurance Act 1906.
was expected that some insurers would contract out, as it is not applied in several provisions of the new Act.

In this new Act numerous modifications have been made for example; the "pre-contract disclosure duty" has been substituted by a new "fair presentation duty", there only single remedy (of evasion) for non-disclosure or falsification, the regulation on breach of warranty has modified materially. It contracts out, or removal of most of the Act is allowable, under the "Enterprise Act 2016", from 4 May 2017, and insured has become capable of claiming compensations for late payment of a legal claim\(^{(1)}\).

The new Act also specifies that the insurer has to disclose every material that has to be known by the insured or he has to know right. It also specifies that there is a need to carry out a reasonable search in order to discharge "fair presentation duty". Under this clause, the information must be fair, clear and accessible to the insured and every material has to be substantially correct and up to date with new insurance regulations and laws. The remedies that are offered under this act involves, the policy can be avoided by the insurer but they have to return all premiums if they can evidence that it would not have to be included into the policy at all, if the insurer has entered the policy but on varied terms, then the policy will be considered as if it involves those clauses and terms, if the policy has been entered the insurer, but they have priced higher premium, it can be reduced by the insurer proportionately, and the payable amount on the claim has to reflect and reveal that adjustment of premium\(^{(2)}\).

---

\(^{(1)}\) Keceli, M.A., Establishing a new protection and indemnity (P&I) insurance institution in Turkey. (2012):53.

Moreover\(^{(1)}\), the insurer can then avoid paying the claim amount if any proposal from the state met is incorrect or inaccurate, even if minor, immaterial, a warranty breach will no longer discharge the liability of insurer permanently. If the remedy has been breached before the loss, insurance cover will remain in place under the specified law of contract. Insurers have no lawful liability to pay for valid claims in the specified period. Since 4th May 2017, “Enterprise Act 2016” has modified the “Insurance Act 2015” to make insurers enabled to claim for damages that actually resulted from the late and unjustified payments of insurers, this will create liability to pay a claim.

1.1.3 The conditions of P&I Insurance UK

The primary and major condition includes a required provision of instructions and guidance and instruction on the facts and details of materiality. Under section 18 of the "MIA 1906" UK, a situation was considered and denoted as material if can impact the judgement of a sensible insurer in fixing the amount of premium or identifying whether the risk will be taken by him. This condition was created from the viewpoint of the insurance provider, imposes, and enforces disclosure load on the insured parties without delivering any instructions. It can be backed with the case law of "[Lambert v Cooperative Insurance Society]\(^{(2)}\)” where the decision was held that the test of materiality is required. It can be backed with another case law of "[Pan Atlantic Ins. Co v Pine Top Ins]\(^{(3)}\)” where it happened that phrase "impacted the judgement" considered only to the accurate circumstances for insurance provider might have desired to know about, but not essentially performed at the time of examining risks. This objective or materiality test means the insured was needed to disclose each information piece, which would have an impact on the insurer mind. This condition resulted in two prime problems. Primarily it signified that insured was alleged to dreadfully enhance standard and was predicted to read in the sensible insurance provider's mind.

---


efficiently. Moreover, it signified that insurance provider might evade strategies and policies, notwithstanding there is no fundamental connection amid the actual as well as non-disclosure loss.

Another condition is to show evidence of material inducing them to enter the contract. For example in the case of "[St Paul's Fire & Marine Insurance Co v McConnell Dowell Contractors Ltd]^{(1)}", this was done by applying and utilising the proof from other insurance providers as well as eyewitnesses that were expert. However, an appropriately higher burden was imposed by this condition on the insurance providers in non-disclosure circumstances. Such a condition as the enhanced intensity of artificiality and complexity to the test of materiality. For example, it can be backed with the case law of "[Marc Rich v Portman]^{(2)}" where it was found by Longmore J that the insurer itself is the most unacceptable witness. This revealed wondering negligence or insignificance to the prudent practice of underwriting. However, the condition of inducement and incentives did enable the law court to restrict insurance provider’s recourse to the severe remedy of evasion, as exemplified in “Drake Insurance Plc v Provident Insurance Plc^{(3)}”.

Furthermore, each "protection and indemnity insurance" club necessarily needs to have a corporate structure which involves documents such as rules and statutes that highlights and control the agreement of insurance amid the club and its associate^{(4)}. Therefore, the situations and conditions as a primary source of the law and major condition of P&I Insurance. On the other hand^{(5)}, the insurance cover that is afforded by the insurer will not comprise the deductible fixed by the company or otherwise consented with the holder of the policy. Another condition

---

is that the contract and agreement of insurance merely apply amid the insurer and the holder of policy and other co-assured or assured party or individual. Rendering to these terms and conditions an applicant or a claimant will not be entitled to direct the insurance coverage claim directly to the insurance company except when it is specified insignificant regulations of law or is particularly outlined in the terms and conditions. Where the holder of policy is entitled to direct claim against the insurance provider to important rules of law, the cover provided by the insurance provider will always be restricted to what had been consented amid the policyholder and insurer.

1.1.4 The UK Plan for Marine related Insurances

Insurance related to Marine services is the procedure to provide coverage for vessels or shipments to get them insured for probable losses or damage from the origin port until it reaches to destination. Marine services related insurance products are a type of insurance established in the maritime sector to provide protection to costly products that are being reported as a voyage\(^{(1)}\). Throughout the 19th century, the "Lloyds London" and the "Institute of London" had established standardised clauses to be utilised in marine coverage also referred as the "Institute clauses". Marine insurance is, most of the time, grouped and associated with the risk of transit and aviation. In further plan, the standard policy has also be included in the "marine Insurance Act" \(^{(2)}\). In 1991, the market of London shaped a new type of standard policy referred to as Mar 91 with the Organisation Clauses. The MAR 91 formula is an over-all statement of insurance cover; the Organisation Clauses are used to outline and develop the details of the coverage\(^{(3)}\).

London’s Lloyds is comprised of names that are creating their own “wealth at risk” in order to underwrite cover of insurance. The Plan of marine insurance allows covering for aircraft and vessels platforms. “Hull and machinery” policy is a type of insurance cover, which is limited for cases of loss from the explosion,


fire eruption, salvage aircraft and land conveyances. The marine insurance plan also allows cover for constructive total loss, general average, total loss, liability from the fractional collision and with extra premium restricted to provide insurance coverage for boilers and shafts breaking. All methods of hull cover should be decided from a cover broker. The marine cover insurance has numerous types of policies, which include, voyage policy, time policy, floating policy, mixed policy, valued policy, builder’s risk, and unvalued policy. Thus according to the plan, under voyage policy the insurance will be provided for vessel just for a particular voyage for example from London to New York plus the ship is also insured for the period of 24 hours after the arrival and destination port.

Under the mixed policy plan, this is a mixture amid time and the policy of voyage. In simpler words, the voyage is covered for a specific voyage and a particular period. Whereas under floating insurance plan, this provides coverage for habitual suppliers. It provides insurance for multiple shipments, which are declared afterwards with other additional particulars. This insurance plan is most suitable for the exporters because excludes trouble of taking separate cover each time of making shipment. Moreover, the valued policy plan covers the third parties products and their shipping charges and anticipated 10 to 15 % profit margin, which is more to the actual value of goods. Several cove plans also provide cover for shipping construction throughout its construction process, all risks including voyages, places, for the maximum limit to provide cover to the vessel, and coverage of vessel in specific port for the specific period under builder's risk, blanket policy, and port risk plan respectively. These are the plans of UK Marine Insurance proving coverage to third parties.

1.1.5 Literature

The comments to the clauses and sections themselves and add general presentations of problems around the topic third party or co-insurance and are also

be utilised as secondary law sources\(^{(1)}\). Literature is mostly of interest when resolving the lawful dispute and conflict. Arguments for against or either a specific position might already have been analysed, and it is simply possible that the third parties are capable of contending with the perceptions adopted by a concerned commentator without resolving lawsuit or litigation. Also, have an influence on a United Kingdom legal decision, particularly when the global market is the leading market in maritime commercial practices. Moreover\(^{(2)}\), the procedures revealed in the UK CLUB, inversely from other P&I Insurance conditions, and will not bring the idea of “co-assurance or co-assured” or “co-insured”. Rather, third parties.

They will function with the idea of assignment, which signifies the transfer of rights act or interest from one party to another party. On the other hand, it can also be said that it is the instrument which transfer of rights is impacted. Alternatively, the idea of the agency doctrine, which signifies the act, which represents the interest and benefits of third parties. The regulations are beneficial for third parties coverage is providing them comprehensive care in the best interest of owners and the insurer with the application of general regulations of contract law\(^{(3)}\).

1.2 International P&I Insurance in Norway and United States

1.2.1 Norway

The insurance contracts in Norway are regulated and controlled under the “Insurance Contract Act of 1989”. The subsequent lines are going to analyse how far depart right from ICA leads in specific direction specifically related to insurance related to marine services. Besides the documents like regulations, statutes, and rules that highlight and control the agreement of insurance amid “P&I Club” and the associates are also analysed in this report taking into account that the conditions of P&I have particular clauses and provisions associated to the

---


It is likewise significant to monitor and observe that a primary feature of the Marine Insurance market of Norway is the utilisation of the conditions “Norwegian Marine Insurance Plan” “NMIP”. For this cause, the following lines are also examined with the applicability and the issues associated with "P&I Insurance". Ultimately, the commentaries to the clauses also highlight the issues general representation within the P&I Insurance, and this is used as a major source of Law(2).

1.2.2.1 Marine Insurance Act

In Norway, the contracts and agreements of insurance are regulated and controlled under the "Insurance Contract Act 1989. In line with the ICA's 1 to 3 initial paragraphs, the beginning point is that the provision in Apart is important and mandatory for the advantage of the individual having an entitlement or a right against the insurance provider otherwise or unless stated in the Act(3). Though, there are exclusions and exceptions from this regulation related to definite professional insurance agreements that are highlighted in the second paragraph from A to E and in the exception letter that is C. Excluded from the ICA lines 7 to 8, related to liability insurance regulations in Part A might be departed from the insurance coverage linked to ships that must be registered and recognised to the code of maritime.

Concerning to "P&I insurance", the application of the ICA is considered as more remote or lacked taking into account the situations being expressly that the insurance "Contract Act of 1989" will not be applied thus leads to the appropriate governing of the arbitration proceedings under regulations specified under the Act. The reason for the governance is that ICA is extremely consumer focussed and consumer protected under the business market and insurance related to marine

---


in Norway have been controlled by a very broader and wider condition set depending on each kind of marine insurance\(^{(1)}\).

1.2.2.2 The conditions of "P&I Insurance."

The major of the insurance of marine that is used for ships that are ocean going is impacted through thirteen shared associations. These relations and associations are mainly found in the England, Scandinavia, and Bermuda, and have widespread cooperation with the help of "The International Group\(^{(2)}\)." Every "P&I club" is needed to have a corporate and governance structure which involves documents such as regulations and statutes that highlights and control the insurance contract amid the club and its associates. Therefore, the conditions as a major source of this paper analyses with an aim to identify in what was these clauses have been structured and divided associated to the element assured. Marginally different, the "Gard P&I Club" is segmented into six parts. Part I is related and concerned to obtainability of cover, part II is based on cover of P&I, part III is associated with mobile and offshore units coverage, part V is based on relation to defence cover, and part VI is related to general restrictions and several other provisions\(^{(3)}\).

1.2.2.3 The “Marine Insurance Plan” of Norway

As illustrated in the SK rule, 47.3 highlights that the law of Norway will regulate the regulations and any arbitration proceedings, except for "Insurance Contract Act of 1989" will not be applied. At this point, it is pertinent to analyse whether the "Marine Insurance Plan" of Norway can be identified as the law of Norway in the case when ICA is not used. For general marine Insurance, the complete background law is the marine Insurance law of Norway, which has provided the rules and regulation for more than centuries, and it is also committed to coverage of insurance attached to the ship. The issues that are addressed in NMIP are the questions, which are not addressed in and regulated under the ICA,

---


and those are issues provided only to be analysed under ICA. General "marine insurance" contract entered into in Norway is usually denoted to the conditions of the plan(1).

1.2.2.4 Literature

The comments to the sections themselves and likewise additional general revelations of problems regarding the topic of co-insurance and are also be utilised as secondary law resources and basis. Literature is most of the times of advantage and interest when resolving a lawful conflict(2). Influences either for or in contradiction of a specific position might already have been analysed, and it is quite likely that the parties shall be capable of showing consent with the perceptions adopted by the valued commentator while lacking solutions to litigation or lawsuits(3).

1.2.2 United States

1.2.2.1 Introduction

The “National law” of the USA comprises several regulations and rules on marine-related insurance services and products with the help of decisions of court, which can also be backed with the case of [Wilburn Boat Co. v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co] where the decision was held that national law of the United States is heard in court decisions, the rules is not mandatory but several of the states have compulsory regulations in their insurance regulation and codes, which is in several situations might apply to policies of insurance for marine services(4).

1.2.2.2 P&I conditions of USA

The rules and regulations regarding marine insurance under "P&I club" of the USA is categorised among three classes or assured classes. As per the
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description, class 1 \(^{(1)}\) that is "protection and indemnity insurance" rule one have an introductory interpretation as associates that are general provision from 1.9. While provision also provides clarification to members, joint members and associates and co-assured. The provisions also provide insurance for risk and damages and provide defence for such losses \(^{(2)}\). These risks are not included in class 2 with regards to conflict amid members, joint associates, and ventures. While in class 3, insurance coverage for risk regulation and rule for charter is included, and all members, associate members and affiliates and also co-assured are included in the coverage. This it can be said that conditions related to “P&I Insurance” of USA includes comprehensive coverage for all stakeholders involved in marine related exports and imports services and seek for protection and safety of their items being voyaged.

### 1.2.2.3 The "Marine Insurance Plan" of the USA

The "Oil Pollution Act" of the United States and the "comprehensive environmental response", compensation and liability act outlines the restriction of liability and obligation and require a vessel to have a certificate of financial obligation for the vessels and another carriage such as tanks. The USCG "National Pollution Funds" focus on the evidence of monetary obligation from an underwriter that could be an insurance provider of a self-insured claimant. UK insurance agreements involve conventional matters of marine coverage involving war risk, hull and machinery risk, freight, protection indemnity, and character's risk and cargo-associated coverage’s \(^{(3)}\).

The "Oil Pollution Act\(^{(4)}\)" of 1990, provides the outline and framework for the obligation and liability for discharge of oil-related products into navigable shorelines and water or the United States comprehensive economic zone.
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4. Oil Pollution Act 1990
Generally, the accountable party for containers in specific, an operator, an owner, or demise character is obligated for losses and damages involving costs of removal natural resources damages and lost revenues and net earnings\textsuperscript{(1)}.

The act classifies fortifications to obligation, comprising war and acts, and acts of god, of third parties. The USA is a party to the 1910 “Brussels Salvage Convention and the 1989 Salvage Convention”. Though salvage circumstances are typically decided under doctrines of the over-all maritime law, central courts have exclusive dominion over salvage circumstances brought that can be discussed under the light of the above laws. This seeks to provide USA exporters and importers to get their products, including oil-related products insured under the USA "Marine Insurance Plan"\textsuperscript{(2)}.

**Chapter 2; Protection & Indemnity Insurance**

2.0 Meaning of Protection and Indemnity Insurance

“Protection and Indemnity insurance” coverage and compensation covered by the transport. Over the past 150 years, callers have been called for third party liability insurance, which could not be recovered under the typical shell and plant policies. The primary purpose of P&I insurance is to protect the owner from personal injury and death, as well as marine shell insurance or quarter collision liability or excessive collision responsibility not covered by the interactive shell club\textsuperscript{(3)}. The P&I Club is considered an unregistered association with the members holding the insurance company and the insurer. This has led to some problems in particular. In response, the P&I Club is now set to have a separate legal structure from its members. For this reason, the P&I Club should have an institutional
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structure that includes documents such as representation and rules of conduct representing and regulating insurance contracts between the club and members\(^{(1)}\).

### 2.1 Nature of Protection & Indemnity Insurance

The nature of P&I insurance is liability insurance and mutual insurance.

#### 2.1.1 “P&I Insurance Is a Third-Party Liability Insurance”

“P&I insurance” mainly covers various tort liability, contractual liability and statutory liability arising from the ship-owner's external liability in the operation and management of the ship, such as cargo liability, pollution liability, excellent liability and contractual liability. These responsibilities constitute the subject of insurance for "P&I insurance". Since the "P&I insurance" is the insurance that the ship-owners liability for the third party, it is subject to insurance to "third-party liability insurance\(^{(2)}\)".

#### 2.1.2 “P&I Insurance is a Mutual Insurance”

Mutual insurance refers to the form in which an individual with a standard risk pays a membership fee to form a mutual insurance organization, and the common dangers arising from the members of the organization are paid in accordance with the "Articles of Association" and Terms of Organization. "P&I insurance" is essentially a form of mutual insurance. It is the payment of membership dues by the ship-owner. It is a "P&I Club" of the mutual insurance organization\(^{(3)}\). The responsibility of the Ship-owners P&I Club for the ship-owner is in accordance with the insurance terms of the association. It is a form of insurance for compensation. Since P&I insurance covers sizeable third-party liability insurance with high moral hazard, therefore general commercial insurance is unwilling to underwrite. Mutual insurance is adopted to make the insured involved in the management of the insurer and share the common risk that can effectively reduce and avoid the generation of moral hazard\(^{(4)}\).
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\(^{(3)}\) Thomas, Rhidian, ed. The modern law of marine insurance: Volume four. CRC Press, 2015.32-36. (\(^{3}\))

2.2 P&I INSURANCE FEATURES

P&I insurance has the characteristics of comprehensive coverage, flexibility and a high degree of security.

2.2.1 Covering a Wide Range

P&I insurance covers all the liability risks of ship-owners in business management. It provides the ship-owner with 25 standard coverage, including the crew's liability for injury, illness and death, and other personnel and passengers other than the crewmembers. P&I insurance provides a wide range of coverage. This includes responsibility for injury, illness, death, crew repatriation and replacement costs. The insurance also covers liability for loss or damage of personal belongings, liability for unemployment of the crew after total loss of the vessel, liability arising from certain compensation agreements or contracts, collision liability, property responsibility for loss or damage (1).

The insurance also covers change of extra cost of the route, placement of illegal immigrants and asylum seekers, cost of life-saving assistance, pollution risk, ship towing responsibility, wreck handling responsibility, quarantine costs, cargo liability (2), property liability on board the boat, but failed to obtain general average assessed contributions, general average compensation for the ship, fines, exclusive compensation for salvers, maritime investigation costs, expenses incurred by ship operations, damage prevention and legal fees, and costs incurred in implementing the instructions of the Association. The costs incurred by ship operations are also the Omnibus Clause. For other risks not explicitly stated, the board of directors of the P&I Club can decide whether to underwrite or not, and provide for the complex and variable risk types faced by members (3).

2.2.2 Strong Flexibility

The flexibility of "P&I insurance" is reflected in the fact that it does not strictly follow the relevant insurance principles, such as the principle of insurance
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(1) Ahmad, Rusniah. "LIABILITY OF A SEA CARRIER IN UNDER INDONE." (2016).
(2) Thomas, Rhidian, ed. The modern law of marine insurance: Ibid.33
benefits. In the current complex ship management, P&I Club provides maximum protection for members and is insured for a ship. People often set up multiple people, such as registering ship-owners, management companies, operators, light tenants, etc. as members to underwrite. The flexibility also includes the ability to compensate for specific risks\(^{(1)}\).

Since the insurer of the "P&I insurance" is the mutual insurance organization of the ship-owner, the member who is the insured can decide the relevant issues through the members' meeting and the board of directors of the highest authority of the "Ship-owners P&I Club", and the members have specific decision-making power. Moreover, the Ship-owners "P&I Club" is committed to safeguarding the interests of ship-owners. For certain risks, it may not be listed in the risk of P&I insurance, but the board of directors can decide whether to cover the risk. Even for non-insurance risks, the Ship-owners P&I Club may choose to make sure appropriate remedies for members when considering certain circumstances\(^{(2)}\).

2.2.3 High Level of Protection

The shipping industry is a high-risk industry. Ship-owners often face huge liability risks, so it is especially important to obtain a high degree of insurance coverage. General liability insurance often sets insurance limits due to the combination of risk control and risk diversification\(^{(3)}\). However, for P&I insurance, there is no limit to the risk of oil pollution liability, and other liability risks are not covered by insurance. P&I insurance provides members with unlimited insurance coverage. Even for the risk of oil pollution liability with a limit of 1 billion, this limit is the highest value of current international conventions or domestic laws for ship owners’ oil liability. The high liability limit is, and under normal circumstances, can effectively protect the interests of ship-

\(^{(1)}\) Rible, Stephen V. "Ibid, 1190.
owners. This high level of protection for P&I insurance is not available in other areas of liability insurance\(^{(1)}\).

### 2.3 Ship-owners P&I Club

#### 2.2.1 Meaning of the Ship-Owners “P&I Club”

When it comes to "P&I insurance", it is impossible to say that the "Ship-owners P&I Club" has all the characteristics of "P&I insurance" based on the features of the "P&I Club". The Ship-owners "P&I Club", also known as the Mutual Protection Association, it is a non-profit mutual aid that is voluntarily formed by the ship-owners and mainly covers the liability of the ship-owners in the business management, such as cargo liability, pollution liability, excellent liability and contractual liability\(^{(2)}\).

#### 2.2.2 The Historical Development Of the Ship-Owners P&I Club

In the early 18th century, the UK allowed only individual insurers and the two insurance companies, “the Royal Exchange Assurance and the London Assurance”, which were chartered in 1720, to monopolize the marine insurance business. This rigid insurance system has brought many drawbacks. More and more ship-owners are beginning to be dissatisfied with higher rates and strictly limited insurance coverage\(^{(3)}\). These ship-owners founded the hull and mutual insurance association in the middle of the 18th century. Under the control of the ship-owners, such associations provide non-profit hull insurance to each other, which protects the interests of ship-owners.

Nevertheless, with the abolition of the franchise and monopoly of the two insurance companies in the UK in 1824, a large number of insurance companies appeared in the UK's insurance market. In the fierce competition, such as Lloyd's has preferential rates, no deductibles and reliable information resources, the hull


mutual insurance association is in a disadvantage in the fierce competition, and some compensation records are excellent. The ship-owners began to turn to other insurance companies for insurance, which led to a decline in the hull P&I insurance premiums, and the hull insurance association began to decline\(^{(1)}\).

During this period, people did not recognize liability insurance. At that time, the ship-owners liability to third parties was minimal and could be ignored. Until the middle of the 19th century, the continuous development of British law drastically increased the responsibility of ship-owners. In 1836, in the case of De Vaux v Salvador\(^{(2)}\), the United Kingdom ruled that owners could not obtain compensation for ship collision liability from the current standard ship insurance policy. After the introduction of the jurisprudence, the insurance market adjusted the underwriting risk of ship insurance and began to cover the risk of ship collision liability. However, it is underwriting of collision liability incomplete.

To promote the insured to strengthen management and avoid collision accidents, the insurer only bears 3/4 of the damage liability in the "collision clause", and the compensation amount is based on the ship's Value is limited\(^{(3)}\). In this way, the ship-owners have to bear the risk of one-quarter collision liability, the risk of collision of the ship value collision, the liability risk of touching the fixed floating object and the personal injury caused by the crash. Due to the rapid development of economy, society, science, and technology during this period, the shipping industry has become larger and more complex, and the price of this ship has begun to increase substantially. The risk of collision liability that the ship-owners himself bears is enormous\(^{(4)}\).
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(3) De Vaux V Salvador (The “La Valeur”) (1836) 4 Ibid.
For avoiding such circumstances in 1846, the British Parliament passed the Fatal Accidents Act 1846 (also known as the Lord Campbell's Act\(^{(1)}\), which provided that the survivors of those who died because of misconduct by others may claim damages. At the time of the British immigration to the New World, the bill faced a considerable liability risk for ship-owners carrying large numbers of immigrants. Although the British Merchant Shipping Act of 1854\(^{(2)}\) promulgated the liability limit for ship-owners in 1854, it stipulates that the ship-owners liability limit is not less than 15 pounds per ton of ship cargo, and the calculated amount is actual. There is still a considerable difference in the price of the ship, and the ship-owners will bear the significant risk of personal injury and death.

Therefore, ship owners began to pay attention to the enormous liability risks that these traditional ship insurances do not cover and find ways to guarantee chances. In the end, they used the business model of the Hull Mutual Insurance Association to establish a ship-owners mutual insurance organization that underwrites the liability risk. May 1, 1855, The first P&I Club was created, known as the Ship-owners Mutual Protection Society, the predecessor of the current Bretagne P&I Club, but it only covers "protection" insurance, i.e. underwriting Death and personal injury, dock damage and risk of collision liability\(^{(3)}\).

During this period, the ship-owners responsibility for the goods was not outstanding. The ship-owners could stipulate various exemption clauses on the bill of lading according to the freedom of contract\(^{(4)}\). Therefore, the ship-owners did not have any liability for the goods until the second half of the 19th century. This situation has only changed. In the case of the Western Hope round in 1870, the series was circulated to Port Elizabeth for additional cargo, and then on the
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1. Accidents Act 1846
2. Shipping Act 1854
way to the original destination port of Cape Town, South Africa, the load sank, and the court ruled that the ship-owners was improper by circumventing, the liability for damage caused by the goods shall be liable\(^{(1)}\).

At this time, the liability risk of the ship owners’ mutual assistance association is not included in the liability risk. Since then, the ship-owners responsibility for the goods has continued to emerge, and the ship-owners have eagerly requested the association to underwrite the cargo liability. Because of this, in 1874, the first ship-owners mutual compensation association was established to cover compensation insurance, i.e. risk of underwriting cargo liability. Subsequently, the Ship-owners Mutual Assurance Association began to modify its insurance clauses and increased the compensation insurance, so that the association became the owner's insurance association that underwrites the guarantee insurance and the compensation insurance. The Ship-owners P&I Club is a mutual assistance insurance organization established by ship-owners to adapt to the development of the times, to protect their interests, and to draw on the mechanisms and models of the hull mutual insurance association\(^{(2)}\).

### 2.4 Ship-owners P&I Club Features

#### 2.4.1 An Insurance Organization Established By the Ship-Owner

Because the risk of P&I insurance is vast, commercial insurance companies are not willing to underwrite. To protect their interests, ship-owners have to establish their insurance organizations to cover such colossal liability insurance. The organization's mission is to maintain and preserve the credibility and interests of its members and to provide professional services. Since the Ship-owners P&I
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Club is the ship owner's insurance organization, the insurance organization has some flexibility in claims and underwriting\(^{(1)}\).

3.4.2 Mutual Insurance Organization

The ship owners' mutual insurance association takes the form of the ship owner's share of the average loss to resist the common risks. Each member has the function of managing and influencing the association. In the early stage of the establishment of the "P&I Club", the association did not have independent legal personality. It was a loose organization. At that time, each member of the association was both an insured and an insurer with a dual identity. The "Ship-owners P&I Club" is a mutual aid insurance organization in its fullest sense. Now, the "Ship-owners P&I Club" has become a company or association with independent legal personality. The association has the true meaning of the insurer. Members can only influence and control the "P&I Club" through membership and directorship. The ship-owner is alone an indirect insurer\(^{(2)}\).

2.4.3 International Insurance Organization

Although the association has a specific country name or place name in its name, its members come from different countries, and the association's entry ships have a global track. Therefore, the P&I Club's business scope has to be spread all over the world and become an international insurance organization. The P&I Club has established an extensive network of communication agency services in major ports around the globe to provide a full range of professional services for maritime shipping\(^{(3)}\).

2.4.4 Association Is a Non-Profit Organization

Since the P&I Club is the ship owner's organization and mutual aid insurance organization, these characteristics determine that the P&I Club is a non-
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profit insurance organization. The fund of the association relies mainly on membership premiums, and its purpose is to provide services to the members of the ship-owners. Since the ship owners' mutual insurance association is not for profit, it can provide a high level of professional services at a lower premium\(^{(1)}\).

2.5 Function and Role of the Ship-owners P&I Club

The Ship-owners "P&I Club" has three functions, i.e. insurance function, investment function and service function. The insurance function is the most important and fundamental function of the P&I Club\(^{(2)}\). It provides financial protection for the ship owner's liability risk. The investment function of the "P&I Club" is that the "P&I Club" uses idle funds to conduct investment activities to achieve the purpose of maintaining and increasing the value of the fund and enhances the P&I Club's ability to resist risks. The service function of the P&I Club provides members with a wide range of specialized services to safeguard the interests of ship-owners. The service functions of the P&I Club are as follows\(^{(3)}\):

2.5.1 A Complete Global Service Network

The association has established a comprehensive communication agency network in all major ports around the world and employs experienced lawyers, surveyors and consultants to assist the association and ship-owners in handling cases, providing advice, technical guidance and legal advice to ship-owners, consultation and so on\(^{(4)}\).

2.5.2 Issue a Credit Guarantee to Release the Ship

Applying for the court to detain the ship is the most common means for the claimant to protect his or her interests. Once the vessel is delayed, it will affect the operation of the ship, causing the ship-owner to suffer a massive loss of schedule, even if the ship-owner is not satisfied within the specified time. The guarantee will also expose the vessel to the risk of being auctioned. Due to the unique operating mechanism and good reputation of the Ship P&I Club, the credit
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guarantee issued by it is widely accepted. Therefore, the P&I Club often issues a credit guarantee with releasing the ship or avoiding the ship being detained upon receiving the request of the ship-owner. Reducing and preventing damage to vessels.

2.5.3 Provide loss prevention information

The P&I Club concentrates the liability risks of almost all ocean-going shipowners in the world. It can explore the characteristics and laws of accident risks, provide damage prevention information and develop measures to guide shipowners to strengthen management, prevent risks, and avoid accidents\(^1\). The loss prevention information provided by the Ship-owners P&I Club can reduce the occurrence of insurance accidents, and the compensation after the event is pre-existing prevention and suppression in the event.

2.5.4 Proof of the existence of P&I insurance

At present, many countries such as Japan, India, Sri Lanka and other countries have enacted laws requiring ships entering the port of the country to provide insurance certificates for specific liability risks. Otherwise, they will be barred from entering the port. These specific liability risks are mainly aimed at the enormous dangers of severe public interest, such as oil liability risk and shipwreck removal responsibility. In response to this situation, the Ship-owners P&I Club often issued a certificate that the ship has insured the liability insurance as required so that the ship can enter the port smoothly. Also, in the chartering practice, the lessee usually also requires the ship to ensure the insurance. It can be seen that if P&I insurance do not cover ocean-going vessels, it will be difficult to operate\(^2\).

3.5.5 Express Opinions On Behalf Of the Ship-Owner

As the representative of the "ship-owner, the P&I Club" and the International P&I Group actively participate in relevant international conferences or international organizations to express the opinions of ship-owners to safeguard


the interests of ship-owners, especially in the formulation of international conventions concerning ship owners’ responsibilities. The "P&I Club" and the International "P&I Club" are prominent representatives and actively participate in the legislation(1).

2.6 Organization

The Ship-owners "P&I Club" has an independent legal personality and can assume responsibility for its property(2). When the association is terminated or dissolved, each member has the right to share the assets of the association. The member's liability to the association is limited to the membership of the payment association. This is different from the loose insurance organizations that did not have an independent legal personality at the beginning of the establishment. The current P&I Club has implemented corporate management(3).

The P&I Club generally implements the management model of the General Assembly, the Board of Directors and the Manager. The General Assembly is held once a year and is the highest authority. It has the functions of electing and removing directors and making resolutions on significant issues. The board of directors is the executive organ of the general assembly(4). It is responsible for the implementation of the decisions made by the public meeting and the formation of the managerial organization. The manager is the daily operation and management department of the P&I Club and is responsible for the regular underwriting, claims and investment under the authority of the Board of Directors(5).
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2.7 International P&I Group

To avoid vicious competition and further diversify risks, some P&I clubs have begun to unite to defend against threats jointly. In 1899, the UK P&I Club, the Britannia Club, the Standard Club, the London Club, the Newcastle P&I Club (Newcastle) Clubs and the Sunderland Club and other six major P&I clubs have signed a "joint agreement" to share risks and arrange reinsurance to strengthen the strength of individual ship owners' P&I clubs. The Loss Association is located in London, so it is called the "London P&I Group", which is the predecessor of the "International P&I Group".

With the addition of P&I associations in other countries, the London P&I Group has become the current "International P&I Group". In 1981, the International P&I Group was established as an independent organization with a legal personality and was granted the qualification of an observer of the International Maritime Organization. At present, the "International P&I Group" consists of 11 P&I Clubs, which are:

- “American Steamship Owners Mutual Protection and Indemnity Association, Inc.”;
- “Guardian P&As Association”;
- “The Britannia Steam Ship Insurance Association Ltd.”;
- “The Japan Ship Owners' Mutual Protection and Indemnity Association”;
- “The London Steam-Ship Owners' Mutual Insurance Association Ltd.”;
- The North of England Protecting and Indemnity Association Ltd.;
- "The Shipowners' Mutual Protection and Indemnity Association (Luxembourg)";
- “The Standard Steamship Owners' Protection and Indemnity Association Ltd.”;
- “The Steamship Mutual Underwriting Association Ltd.”;

The 11 P&I Clubs cover approximately 90% of ocean-going vessels and 95% of ocean-going tankers worldwide. The International P&I reduces and spreads the risk of P&I insurance to the greatest extent through the sharing among members and the typical external reinsurance. At present, the retention of each member association of the International P&I Group is the US $ 6 million\(^{(1)}\). For claims exceeding the retention amount, the compensation mechanism of the International P&I Group is compensated. The international P&I Group's guarantee mechanism is divided into three levels: group retention, excess loss reinsurance and catastrophe allocation\(^{(2)}\).

The first level is the group's retention, which exceeds the association's 6 million US dollars in conservation to 50 million. Each member association apports the US dollar claim; the second level is excess loss reinsurance, and the excess reinsurance refers to the reinsurance of the reinsurer in the London market for claims exceeding the group's $ 50 million in retention, and the group has 11 The P&I Club's risk has a durable bargaining power and is able to obtain very favourable reinsurance rates for ship-owners\(^{(3)}\).

The current reinsurance insurance coverage is $ 2 billion, which is a claim between $ 50 million and $ 2.05 billion. Reinsurance, which is the most significant single reinsurance agreement in the world; the third level is catastrophe sharing, the group's claim for more than $ 2.05 billion reinsurance limit, through
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the levy of catastrophe to the ship-owners and the apportionment of the associations. The current catastrophe share is theoretically about $3 billion. As of now, there has not been a catastrophe claim that exceeds the reinsurace limit, so the group's level of protection has not been applied. Through three levels of the arrangement, the International P&I Group can provide ship-owners with maximum protection of approximately US$ 5 billion, but for oil pollution risks, the International P&I Group has a liability limit of US$ 1 billion\(^{(1)}\).

Members of the International P&I Club have appointed communication agents in 680 ports around the world to establish a global service network to provide quality, fast and professional services to ship-owners\(^{(2)}\). The International P&I Group provides a venue for exchanges and communication between ship-owners and associations; it provides an international forum for discussion of legal and technical issues, which oversees the transfer and competition between member associations in accordance with international group agreements\(^{(3)}\).

### 2.8 Legal issues related to P&I insurance

#### 2.8.1 The Law Application of P&I Insurance

In P&I insurance, the relationship between the association and the member is a relationship between P&I insurance. The adjustment of this relationship is mainly based on the certificate of the ship's membership, the charter of the P&I Club and the insurance clause, and the declaration of membership is required to pass the group. The application and the association accept two links, which are the most direct manifestation of the contracting process between the members and the association, and the certificate of admission of the ship is usually incorporated into the principal rights and obligations of the P&I Club's articles of association and insurance clauses\(^{(4)}\). The relationship between the association and its members
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(2) Kingston, Christopher. 379-409


is primarily a marine insurance contractual relationship. Article 218 of the Maritime Law stipulates that the liability for a third party can be used as the subject of marine insurance. It is affirmed that the P&I insurance with the third party liability as the underwriting content belongs to marine insurance\(^{(1)}\).

The laws concerning marine insurance contracts in English Law mainly include the Maritime Law, the Insurance Law and the Special Procedures for Maritime Litigation. Article 153 of the Insurance Law stipulates "The relevant provisions of the Maritime Law shall apply to marine insurance; if there is no provision in the Maritime Law, the relevant provisions of this Law shall apply", therefore, for the marine insurance contract law, the Maritime Law "Prior to the Insurance Law, but for the particular marine insurance contract of P&I insurance, the Insurance Law provides for commercial insurance only in Article 2, and Article 156 provides "The insurance organizations of other natures other than insurance companies stipulated in this Law shall be separately specified by laws and administrative regulations\(^{(2)}\).

Since P&I insurance is not commercial insurance and the P&I Club is not an insurance company as stipulated in the Insurance Law, the Insurance Law Not applicable to the P&I contract and the P&I Club. In summary, the laws applicable to P&I insurance and P&I clubs mainly include the Maritime Law, the Maritime Procedures Special Procedure Law and the Social Group Registration Management Regulations\(^{(3)}\).

2.8.2 Direct Claims P&I Club

For strengthening the protection of the victim, the law gives the victim the right to claim directly from the insurer of the infringer, commonly known as the direct insurer\(^{(4)}\). In marine insurance, since the P&I Club covers the liability risk, it is the direct object of the appeal. The direct insurer was initially developed from
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\(^{(1)}\) Underhill, R. Michael, and Brian J. Hickman. Ibid, 163.
the British Third Party's Law on the Rights of Insurers in 1930(1). The law stipulates that a third party, that is, a victim, under certain conditions, can replace the insured (injurer) status and directly file a lawsuit with his liability insurer to claim damages, but the exercise of the right must meet certain conditions, i.e. The third party's request for damages has obtained a successful judgment or arbitral award against the responsible person, and the natural person who is the accountable person has died or the legal person as the responsible person has been dissolved or bankrupt(2).

However, the judicial practice in the United Kingdom believes that since the P&I Club stipulates the "prepaid " principle in the insurance clause, only the member has the right to claim compensation from the P&I Club if the member has fulfilled the compensation obligation. The member's prepayment is the P&I Club. The prerequisite clause of liability more than a third party directly filed a lawsuit with the P&I Club, which does not satisfy the premise of "member pays first", so the P&I Club can refuse to be directly appealed by a third party, the British House of Lords in The "Fanti" And the “Padre Island” case affirms this view(3).

2.8.3 Limitation of Liability

Although the P&I Club provides an unlimited amount of P&I insurance in addition to its oil duty liability, this does not prevent the P&I Club from having the right to limit liability. The liability limitation or compensation limit of the P&I Club is mainly reflected in two aspects(4). First, the PBX insurance contract stipulates the liability limit. For example, in the insurance clause, the maximum liability of the P&I Club for the ship owner's oil pollution liability is One billion
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US dollars, the maximum compensation limit for the charterer's oil pollution liability is 350 million US dollars; the other limit is to enjoy the ship owner’s liability limitation according to the domestic law or international conventions on the limitation of liability. These two aspects have double protection for the responsibilities of the P&I Club(1).

For the first point, since the maximum insurance coverage that the International P&I Group can provide is about US$ 5 billion (previously US$ 4.25 billion), some scholars believe that P&I insurance is the same as other liability insurance, and it is also limit insurance. If the liability limit of the P&I Club is not specified in the membership certificate or insurance clause, it should be regarded as unlimited insurance. The Association shall be solely liable for the balance of the claim after using the maximum guarantee provided by the International P&I Group(2).

For the second aspect, the P&I Club’s right to limit the liability of the ship-owner under domestic law or international convention is an independent right. It does not lose the right because of the ship owner’s loss of liability(3). The 1992 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage has been clearly defined. Although China's Maritime Law does not explicitly stipulate this, it can be inferred from its relevant provisions that the liability of the liability insurer's liability is also an independent right and is not affected by the ship owner’s liability(4).

Article 206 of the Law stipulates(5): “If the insured may limit the liability for compensation in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter, the insurer who is liable for the claim for maritime claims shall have the right to enjoy the same limitation of

liability in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter”, in the second Article 109 also stipulates: It is proved that the loss caused by the claim for compensation is due to the responsible person. The person who is intentionally or knowingly may cause damage and is caused by indiscriminate acts or omissions shall not be entitled to limit liability in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter. “These provisions give the liability insurer the right to limit the liability, but do not stipulate that the liability insurer loses the conditions for limitation of liability)\(^1\).

Therefore, the P&I Club has the right to claim the limitation of liability if the ship-owner loses the limitation of liability. The P&I Club also clarifies this in the insurance clause: "Limited liability is in accordance with the terms and conditions of this insurance and any special terms and conditions of the ship's insurance, the Association's insurance for the entry ship can be based on the law Responsibility for judgment and establishment. The Association shall not be liable for any amount exceeding the liability of the law\(^2\)\(^3\).

**CHAPTER 3: LEGAL NATURE OF PROTECTION & INDEMNITY INSURANCE CONTRACTS**

Before analysing the legal nature of the ship's P&I insurance relationship, it is necessary to clarify the law of the ship owners’ mutual insurance association as a party to the P&I insurance status. The Ship-owners Mutual Assurance Association is a mutual assistance insurance institution between ship-owners. It covers the risk of ship owners' sea operations and aims to protect the interests of ship-owners and compensate members for economic losses\(^3\). Although the foreign ship owners’ mutual insurance association is a legally-registered limited liability company with legal person status, the ship owners’ mutual insurance associations are often not established under the conditions of commercial
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insurance companies\(^{(1)}\). Administratively vested in the management of the Ministry of Civil Affairs, the business is directed by the Ministry of Communications, not an insurance company in the strict sense of the insurance law. Since the activities are not in commercial insurance behaviour as stipulated in Article 2 of the Insurance Law, they are not covered by Insurance.

Supervisory committee management and supervision. Article 156 of the Insurance Law stipulates that laws and administrative regulations shall separately prescribe insurance organizations of other natures other than insurance companies specified in this Law\(^{(2)}\). This article deals with the application of rules of insurance organizations of other species. Regarding insurance companies of different characters other than insurance companies, there are mutual insurance organizations and insurance cooperatives based on international practices\(^{(3)}\). The establishment and operation of such insurance organizations are qualitatively different from those of insurance companies. Although the law and administrative regulations have not provided for the P&I Club so far, it should be an insurance organization of other nature as stipulated in this article\(^{(4)}\).

3.1 Organizational Form and Legal Nature of Ship-owners Mutual Insurance Association

The ship owners' mutual insurance association has a history of more than 160 years. Since the first association that appeared in the United Kingdom in 1855, its organizational form and legal nature have changed continuously\(^{(5)}\). Today's ship-owners interact with each other. The Association of Insurance and the Association of Ship-owners Mutual Protection in the initial period have been far from the legal nature, and determined the changes in the legal nature of the P&I insurance contract. The ship owners' mutual insurance association was
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formerly known as the Hull Club in the United Kingdom in the early 19th century. The "local" "mutual" insured the Hull Insurance Ship Insurance Association. Hull Club is a registered commercial organization with no contractual relationship with member ship-owners and is reorganized every year. In Hull Club, the insurance contract relationship exists between the member and all other members. Each member ship-owner is responsible for the loss suffered by each member of the membership ship. When one member goes bankrupt, other members are not associated with its responsibility. Therefore, the member ship-owner, who is both an insurer and an insured, is a right Mutual Insurance.

The P&I Club was developed based on Hull Club. It is said to have Protection Club (1855) and Indemnity Club (1873); Protection Club covers ship-owner liability risks associated with ship Ownership, such as collisions. Responsibility; Indemnity Club includes risks related to the "operating" of the ship, such as cargo damage liability; the two types of liability insurance that covers are by mutual insurance association of P&I Club. However, all the ship owners' mutual insurance associations have included both types of risks at the same time, and there is no clear dividing line between these two types of hazards.

Therefore, it is of no practical significance to distinguish between Protection Club and Indemnity Club. At present, the ship owners' mutual insurance association classifies the risk of its underwriting as "Class", but Protection and Indemnity do not distinguish this classification; on the contrary, the traditional

Protection and Indemnity are merged at the same level, and Differences in risk categories such as FD&D, Hull, Strike or(1).

The early P&I Club was similar in structure to Hull Club, and there were no other legal entities that were officially registered as companies or independently responsible. The insurance contract relationship only existed between "members" and other members of the association. Members are responsible for the proportion of other members "individually"; members are both insured and insurers. The "mutuality" shown is also pure. The Club is just the Keeper of the Purse for all members. Members have no right to claim from the association, only the right to ask other members to share. Therefore, the early P&I Club was just a name shared by all members, and even the "Partnership" was not counted(2).

In the United Kingdom, the Companies Act 1862 provides for organizations with more than 20 people to register if there is a fee. The court subsequently ruled that the insurance policy issued by this unregistered mutual insurance association was invalid because the name of the insurer was not indicated on the insurance policy(3). This has prompted many associations to transform into a corporate form and gain legal status quickly; and more importantly, after registration under the company law, the ship owners’ mutual insurance association can obtain the qualifications of the litigant, and the association can sue the members in their name and ask for Members can also sue the association for insurance compensation if they are due. Before registration, according to the common law, the association can only sue members in arrears in the name of all members; members can only sue other members for a share of their losses, difficulties in the proceedings(4).

In the UK, the modern ship owners’ mutual insurance association is generally registered as a limited liability company with no "share capital" and "Limited by Guarantee". Members are not stockholders, have no capital and their fundamental obligation is to ensure that mutual insurance claims are shared. By this way, the Ship-owners Mutual Assurance Association does not have a corporate legal person form, but according to Article 7 of Guarantee Law, it can act as a guarantor, and its reputation guarantee is effective (1).

After the Second World War, the international trend of the major ship owners’ mutual insurance associations became more and more apparent. At present, the Ship-owners Mutual Insurance Association also covers ships owned by non-ship-owners (2). In summary, the organization form of the ship owners’ mutual insurance association is gradually changing. The current ship owners’ mutual insurance association, according to the company law and the insurance law of the place of establishment, is generally in the form of a limited liability company and has complete Litigation subject qualification (3).

By the way, the International Federation of Ship owners’ Associations, or the International Group of P&I Clubs, founded in 1899, is currently an unincorporated association of 11 ship owners’ mutual insurance associations. The original purpose was to share broad claims between the participating ship owners’ mutual insurance associations, which were adjusted by the Pooling Agreement revised year by year (4). After 1951, the Alliance assumed the responsibility of arranging huge claims for reinsurance.

In order to avoid low-cost competition between associations, the members who joined the alliance in 1929 signed the Inter-Club Gentlemen's Agreement,
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which was revised after the Gentlemen Agreement, and is currently applicable to the 2013 International Union Agreement (IGA: The International Group Agreement 2013). The International Federation of Ship owners’ Insurance Association has no litigation subject qualification, and the Group Constitution, the above Pooling Agreement and the International Group Agreement (IGA) adjust the rights and obligations of the mutual insurance associations participating in the alliance. The Ship-owners Mutual Assurance Association has not yet participated in the alliance (1).

3.2 The Reciprocity of P&I Insurance and the Double Contract

The ship-owner insured all or part of the tonnage of the ship in a ship owner's mutual insurance association insurance premium insurance after the ship owner's mutual insurance association accepted, the ship owner's mutual insurance association should issue the ship's "entry" to the ship-owner. "Certificate of Entry ", the ship is called "Entered Vessel ", and the ship-owner becomes a "Member" of the Association (2). The membership certificate is not only the proof of the insurance contract but also the role of "Policy/Insurance Cover" and the evidence of the "Membership" of the ship-owner. In other words, the membership certificate also proves "Contract of Insurance" and "Contract of Membership" and has the legal nature of "Dual" (3).

As mentioned above, the modern ship owners’ mutual insurance associations have long been registered as commercial organizations according to the laws of the place of establishment. They have full litigation subject qualifications, whether they are insurance contracts certified by the certificate of entry or membership contracts. Between members and associations, there is no direct contractual relationship between the two members. The one hand, when the member owes money, other members have no right to sue the member; on the

other hand, no member has the right to sue other members and request any insurance compensation\(^{(1)}\).

Therefore, it is still said that the member ship-owner is both an insurer and an insured, which is already very inaccurate; from the perspective of the contractual relationship, this statement can even be said to be wrong. Judging from the legal nature of the insurance contract, the P&I insurance contract is still a liability compensation insurance contract, and the liability insurance contract issued by the general commercial insurer is not different in legal nature\(^{(2)}\).

In order to avoid misunderstanding, the Association's terms are particularly evident on the "Payment First" principle. In addition to personal injury and death, in general, a third person has no right to sue the Ship-owners Mutual Assurance Association as a liability insurer\(^{(3)}\). However, the member ship-owner, as evidenced by the membership certificate, is both an insured and a member of the association. Members have a dual legal personality. Mutuality is still one of the fundamental differences between P&I insurance underwritten by the Ship-owners Mutual Insurance Association and ship-owner liability insurance covered by commercial insurers on the market. According to the comments made by Mr Frans Malmros, the managing director of Swedish Club, in The Swedish Club Letter 2/1998, this “mutuality” is mainly reflected in the following aspects\(^{(4)}\):

3.2.1 Assessing Losses and Sharing Risks

The Ship-owners Mutual Assurance Association is a non-profit organization whose operating principle is that the contributions collected in each insurance year must be equal to the insurance liabilities incurred during the year. If the "Advanced Call" and investment income received at the beginning of the insurance year is insufficient to cover the insurance liability and management
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(3) Sarrabezoles, Aurélie, Frédéric Lasserre, and Zebret Hagouagn’rin. Ibid, 393-398.

expenses incurred during the insurance year, each member is obliged to end at the end of the insurance year\(^1\), and thereafter until the insurance when the close is announced annually usually after 3 years), one or several additional fees or supplementary fees are paid. If the ship-owner is out of the insurance year or is suspended by the association, or the member is required to surrender in the middle of the insurance year, the ship-owner seeking exemption is obliged to pay the Association a "Disclaimer", to cover the Association's expectations i.e. additional membership fees\(^2\).

On the other hand, if there is any "prepaid contribution", the association should return it to the member ship-owner of the current year, or as the "Reserve Call" of the association (usually), to increase investment income and enhance the financial strength of the association. Under certain conditions, the association also has the right to charge the member a surprise club fee\(^3\). This annual accounting principle also clearly explains why the Ship-owners Mutual Insurance Association should never allow any member to arrears. Otherwise, it will severely damage the interests of other members and affect the survival of the association. For arrears members, the association generally does not pay claims, does not provide guarantees, and even revokes its insurance.

In the ordinary commercial insurance contract relationship, the insurance fee or premium is fixed, and the insurer has no right to require the insured to pay the insurance premium separately to make up for the loss, and the insured is not entitled to the profit. Some ship owners’ mutual insurance associations also cover the liability compensation insurance business of some fixed-rate ship-owners or charterers. However, Mutuality is still considered the cornerstone of P&I
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\(^1\) Billah, Muhammad Masum. Effects of Insurance on Maritime Liability Law. Springer International Pu, (2016)76.


insurance\(^{(1)}\). In the 1970s, the Ocean P&I Club over-insurance fixed-rate business losses were severe, causing excessive membership fees for members of the Mutual Insurance Association. Many members of the ship-owners sued the association and demanded a withdrawal\(^{(2)}\).

It was also a lesson that the Ocean Marine Mutual Club P&I Club declared bankruptcy for reasons such as excessive fixed rate business. In short, the membership fee is different from the insurance premium, which is the proportion of the member's annual contribution to the association. Members must share the yearly expenses of the association and actually, share their respective insurance compensation. In each claim, the insurance compensation that a member receives from the association also includes, in theory, the assessed contributions of the member.

In terms of the association, there is generally an "Enhanced Risk Extension Clause" also known as Omnibus Rule, which authorizes the board of directors to claim the member's unconfirmed or excluded claims. The bus is also appropriate for compensation after considering the particular circumstances of the case, without giving reasons, to precedent effect. There are certain exceptions to the insurance compensation that are not strictly handled in accordance with the terms of the contract\(^{(3)}\).

According to the liability insurance contract, the insured (insurer) pays the insurance premium according to the indirect insurer, and when the insured causes damage to the insured, it shall be liable for compensation, and the insurer shall
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\(^{(3)}\) Vatsalya, Vatsalya, Sherif Arora, Akshita Jain, T. B. Patil, and ST Sawant Patil. Ibid, 94.
undertake the obligation to pay the insurance compensation according to the insurance policy\(^{(1)}\).

Generally speaking, the P&I Club has the right to collect insurance premiums (contributions) and the power of subrogation, the obligation to pay insurance compensation, the obligation to inform and the obligation to provide related services; the members of the P&I Club have the right to claim insurance compensation\(^{(2)}\). The right to vote and be elected as a member of the board of directors, as well as the obligation to pay the dues, the obligation to inform, the duty to notify the accident, the commitment to reduce losses, the requirement to maintain the class, etc., the payment of insurance premiums and amount of insurance compensation are the rights and obligations of both parties.

3.2.2 The Goal Is the Same, Experience Sharing

In terms of ship safety and anti-fouling and damage prevention, member ship-owners and the association's goals are consistent. Because it is impossible to prevent the occurrence of ship accidents, the Association pays special attention to providing excellent accident handling services to help member ship-owners solve problems and ensure that ships resume normal operations as soon as possible\(^{(3)}\). The Association has accumulated increasingly rich and practical experience to enable all member ship-owners within the Association to share. The guarantees are provided or arranged by the Ship-owners Mutual Insurance Association, the members enjoy wide international acceptability, so that the joining ship can be prevented from being detained or released immediately\(^{(4)}\).
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Although the Association is not obligated to provide guarantees to its members, the Association is fully aware of the importance of giving guarantees to its members. Therefore, the managers will generally exercise their discretion to provide the members with the necessary association guarantees. Of course, the precondition is that the member is not in arrears, and the warranty is within the scope of the association's insurance(1).

3.2.3 to Resist Catastrophe and Share Financial Resources

Most of the ship owners’ mutual insurance associations operate well and have accumulated significant reserve funds, which gives the association a lot of room to control the additional membership fees. Some associations also use the reserve fund to purchase catastrophe risk insurance for member ship-owners "free of charge"(2). The P&I Club in the International Association of P&I Clubs, using its "pooling" mechanism, can economically and effectively transfer catastrophe risks such as the current single-ownership risk, which is $10 million. Mutuality enables the value of economies of scale to be realized, and ship-owners can pay affordable and more stable premiums to secure their operations.

3.2.4 Quality Is Similar, Equal Treatment

Mutuality requires members accepted by the Association to meet the conditions of the Association's expressly stated Conditions of Entry, such as class; all members' management “Quality” must be similar. The Association requires that the participating ship meet the requirements of the ISM Code. The association is an international group of “like-minded” member ship-owners. Contract transfers without the consent of the association are invalid. On the other hand, mutuality also requires the Association to treat all members fairly and equally in all aspects of risk assessment, determination of contributions and insurance claims(3). The Ship-owners Mutual Assurance Association, which is built on the


cornerstone of “reciprocity”, has been tested for more than 160 years and has provided a valuable and vital risk sharing system for the stable development of the shipping industry\(^{(1)}\).

3.3 The Content of P&I Insurance Contract and Its Dual Legal Nature

As mentioned above, the P&I insurance contract is proved by the membership certificate issued by the association to the member, but the content of the P&I insurance contract to the membership certificate and its approval. The insurance terms include the Association's Memorandum, Articles, Regulations, and other related laws. Ship-owners Mutual Assurance Association merges them and collectively refers to the "insurance clause\(^{(2)}\)."

3.3.1 Memorandum and Articles of Association

The association's charter (some called Statutes, such as Grad), and the association's insurance terms (Rules), it is difficult to make a clear distinction (as in the case of Membership). Most foreign ship owners’ mutual insurance associations choose to stipulate them separately, and the association's charter is more effective than the association's insurance clause if there is a conflict between the two\(^{(3)}\). In summary, the significant issues stipulated in the association's charter include the foundation and purpose of the association, the membership, the general meeting, the board of directors or the committee, and the manager or the Executive Committee, other association organizations such as the Supervisory Committee and the Association's Dissolution or Termination\(^{(4)}\).

The matters stipulated in the association's articles of association involve only the rights of the ship-owners as members of the membership contract and the daily operation of the association. However, the association's charter also affects the insurance contract and its insurance claims of the member as the insured,
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(1) Yang, Dong, Qing Liu, Liping Jiang, Wei Zhang, and Wenrong Chu. Ibid, p.n.d.
because the insurance clause for directly adjusting the insurance contract must obey the association's articles of association(1).

3.3.2 Regulations and Bye-laws

At any time during any insurance year, the association's general meeting and board of directors may formulate new rules in accordance with the association's charter, notify the member ship-owner in the form of a Circular, and thereby unilaterally change the content of the P&I insurance contract. Failure by a member to cause damage or liability may result in the Mutual Insurance Association deducting insurance compensation. This is one of the very different places from a standard commercial insurance contract(2). Such additional rules may be related to the association's charter and may refer to the association's insurance clauses. For example, a member passively becomes an affiliate member of a shipping organization (subsidiary fee paid by the association), requiring members to temporarily add a clause in their lease or bill of lading, requiring members not to go to a port or to issue a particular document, requiring Members arrange pre-shipment inspections for certain goods, or use bills of lading or leases in a specific format(3).

3.3.3 Insurance Terms of the Association

This is the terms of the insurance contract. The main contents are the members of the insurance contract and the contribution of the membership (including the application for membership, partnership, membership certificate and change notice, warranty period, insurance termination notice, membership fee, rate and membership payment)(4). P&I insurance risk, exclusion, limitation of liability, claims, insurance termination, suspension or withdrawal, association funds and other regulations (such as transfer, applicable law and dispute resolution). The most commonly used terms are P&I insurance coverage risks, general rules, membership fees, rates and guarantees, and payment of dues.

3.4 Difference between Ship Insurance and Ship P&I Insurance

The ship's P&I insurance is based on ship insurance. The P&I Club can accept only ships that have already insured ship insurance. Therefore, when defining the legal nature of the ship P&I insurance relationship, it is also necessary to discuss the differences between it and the commercial insurance of ship insurance. The main ones are as per Logvinova(1):

3.4.1 Insurer's different ship insurance

The establishment of a commercial insurance company must meet the requirements of the relevant provisions of the Company Law and the Insurance Law, such as Articles 70 and 73 of the Insurance Law. The organization form of an insurance company is a joint stock limited company or a wholly state-owned company. The minimum registered capital of an insurance company must reach 200 million(2). Therefore, marine insurance is commercial insurance for the purpose of profit. The insurer of the ship P&I insurance is mainly the P&I Club, which is an insurance organization of other nature, and its operation is not for profit(3).

3.4.2 The Risk of Underwriting Is Different

The insurance of the ship is the subject of insurance. The liability of the third party is not compensated according to the special agreement for the loss suffered by the ship during the voyage or berth due to natural disasters or accidents at sea. Ship P&I insurance covers the liability of the ship-owner in the ship's business activities and is not the liability risk covered by the ship's insurance coverage(4). The insurance coverage of the P&I insurance contract is broader, except for the losses and liabilities caused by the ship owner's intentional acts; the insurance liability covered by the ship insurance contract; the liability for other risks caused by nuclear risks or other nuclear goods, and other risks. It can

be included in the scope of P&I insurance coverage, such as personal injury and death, sickness, risk of pollution, and responsibility for wreck disposal(1).

3.4.3 Payment method of insurance premiums

The insured of the ship insurance contract pays the insurance company a premium with a fixed rate (Premium). The insured of the ship's P&I insurance contract pays the "Certificate of Insurance" and generally does not have a fixed rate. It is usually required to pay the Association at the beginning of the insurance year. Prepaid premiums and the subsequent accounting of the Association's annual accounting decision whether to pay additional premiums, members may also pay extra premiums for other accidents(2). The premium paid by the member is the fee of the P&I Club, which is equal to the amount of insurance compensation after deducting the investment income of the Association.

3.4.4 Limitation of Liability

Different insurance amounts are the limits of the insurer's liability for insurance compensation. There are insurance clauses in the ship insurance contract, such as the provisions of the People's Insurance Company of Coastal Inland Ship Insurance(3). Article of Association prohibits the liability and is the agreement on the amount of insurance, and the compensation of the insurance company is usually limited to the amount of coverage. The P&I insurance contract has no insurance amount agreement. The insurance provided by the ship owners’ mutual insurance association, in addition to the ship's oil pollution liability risk, the risk of underwriting by the ship owners’ mutual insurance association is unlimited(4). Of course, due to the ship owner's legal liability and the liability for maritime claims, the risk assumed by the Ship-owners Mutual Insurance Association will not exceed the above limits.

CHAPTER 4: CO-INSURANCE

4.1 Introduction

Co-insurance means or it signifies that the agreement of insurance amid the individual affecting the insurance that is a member of the club and the insurance provider is made to the advantage of more than one insured or assured\(^1\). As a result, the provisions discovered in the contract of insurance are managed and addressed to the individual who impacted the insurance which is member, signifying that a co-insured is not an association and has no direct obligations and duties\(^2\). Though P&I might be required for the purpose of potential co-insurance contract taking into account the liability for losses and damages occurring to individuals in the form of cargo losses and is insured by the club in preference to provides claiming benefits to individual, third-party or group of individuals\(^3\). Co-insurance assumes that the co-insured had benefits and interest to be ensured that it will be obligated unless the insurance coverage protects him. The regulations and rules related to co-insurance depend upon who the parties are to the insurance agreement and who will be impacted by the consequences of damages and make sure that they are covered comprehensively\(^4\).

4.2 Parties involved in the contract

The United Kingdom system differentiates amid the person affecting the insurance and the insured. The person affecting the insurance is the one who enters into the agreement with the insurance provider, whereas the insured is the individual who has the entitlement and indemnity right when there is causality. Typically, the person or the organisation influencing the insurance will also be the recipient or the beneficiary under the policy (the insured), primarily and foremost including the right to claim compensation in linked with the insured causality. Co-insurance under the conditions of P&I in the UK utilises the same distention but
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applies distinguished terminologies. The individual who influenced the insurance will be identified as an associate, and the beneficiary is provided with the compensation against any losses arising\(^{(1)}\).

The "P&I Club" – the UK differentiates evidently the idea of associates and co-assured as followed: associates could be any owner in partnership or owner who is having separate shares, who is a partly owner having half the shares, trustee, or demise charterer of any come into in vessel, operator or the manager having control and regulation of the operation and employment of an arrived vessel, with such control that could be practiced by owner of the ship, and any other individual who have possession and regulation of any arrived vessel\(^{(2)}\).

Co-assured is referred as the party, other than the associate whose name is mentioned on the certificate of entry, to whom the association or the club has agreed upon based on limitations and restrictions in order to extend the coverage that is afforded to the associate\(^{(3)}\). In certain aspects, the "P&I Club Gard" differentiates as a beginning point, both concepts, and treat associate as co-assured where the context enables as illustrated in the regulations such as GR rule 1. It discusses associate as an owner, operator, or charterer involving a bareboat or charterer of demise of a ship entered in the associations who were rendering to the statutes or duties and these regulations are entitled to members of the association, the term associate will in these regulations, include an affiliate or Co-assured\(^{(4)}\).

Yet, GR and P&I situations declare that co-assured is any individual who is insured in pursuance to regulation 78.1 (b). Regulation 78- the cover of insurance for Co-assured and its associates, to whom the association has been agreed are

\[^{(1)}\text{Nazzini, Renato. Ibid, 92-106.}\]
\[^{(2)}\text{Rangarajan, S, Ibid,81-84.}\]
\[^{(4)}\text{Yang, Yiqing. Ibid, 317}\]
subject to this regulation 78 to such other terms as might be needed, to extend the cover afforded by the club to the associate or any other name as co-assured(1).

4.3 Non-Automatic Co-Insurance

One normally makes a differentiation amid automatic co-insurance signifying that the co-insured is described in the situations irrespective of any data or information from the side of assured non-automatic co-insurance. It depends on particular contracts and agreement amid the club and the assured (Mast et al., 2016). In “P&I insurance”, as observed in the above section, co-assured is referred as the party, other than the associate whose name is on the entry certificate to whom the association has shown consent focussed to the limitations to extend the insurance coverage afforded to the associate. This description would lead to co-insurance that is non-automatic since it depends on a specific agreement(2).

The similar is discovered in the Rule referred to as GR 78.1. Where the rule says that association might show agreement r disagreement based on the provisions of this regulation and to such other terminologies as might be needed to extend the insurance coverage provided by the association to the associate and affiliates(3). Moreover, any person who is linked to or associated with the associate will not be particularly referred to in the entry terms and referred to as co-assured. Therefore, the description of co-assured leads to the conclusion that the co-insurance brought in the situations is non-automatic as it depends on particular consent amid the member and the “P&I Club” even in the mortgage cases(4).

---

Here it is imperative to analyse the idea of joint associates and affiliates. Joint associates arise where the vessel is entered in the names of two or more operators or owners. All joint associates under an entry qualify for associates in the association with entire proportionate advantages and liabilities of such associations as outlined in the statutes and regulations of the "P&I Club". Consequently, it can be said that co-insurance in P&I has to be non-automatic as it depends on contractual agreement amid the parties in benefit of a third party who will be named as co-assured from onwards\(^{(1)}\).

Thus, it can be said that "P&I clubs" also provides insurance under the cases of co-insurance. Moreover, it tends to provide extensive and comprehensive coverage for the protection of third parties who are arrived in the contract of co-insurance.

The most significant of these is that however, neither the club associates can be, the co-assured is expressly referred to in the entry certificate, nor the affiliate is not. Therefore, the co-assured is referred to as insured and covered as a party in the agreement of contract. This signifies that the co-assured has the right and is entitled to the advantages under the conditions and terms off the agreement of insurance consented to when he was referred and named\(^{(2)}\). Contrariwise, an associate is not a party to the agreement of insurance and is not spontaneously allowed to any advantages obtainable under such agreement or contract. Thus it is to say that co-insurance in “P&I Insurance” should be non-automatic as it depends on contract amid the parties in benefit of a third party who shall be referred as co-assured from onwards\(^{(3)}\).

4.4 The “Third Party Co-assured”

To describe it concisely, it can be stated that the co-insured do not require co-insurance unless he might be obligated for damages that are covered by the


\(^{(2)}\) Zhang, Jinlei. The formation of insurance contract in London market. Swansea University (United Kingdom), 2008. 68-71

"P&I Insurance". If he cannot be obligated, he simply has no insurable interest. Therefore, the association or the club might show consent to extend the insurance cover provided to the member to a co-assured referred to in the entry certificate\(^1\). Rendering to the Act and laws of insurance specified above, this co-assured could be an individual that has beneficial interest in the management of operation or manning of the entered vessel, and also it could be a holding company or the advantaged owner of the associate of any cover of co-insurance referred in the agreement or it could be a vessel mortgagee as analysed hereunder\(^2\).

4.4.1 Mortgagee, Operators, and Crewing Agents

As stated the association or the club might show consent to extend the insurance coverage to the associate to a co-assured referred in the entry certificate who is an individual referred in the management, operation or operating of the vessel that is entered\(^3\). Under the UK and Norwegian code it is stated that owner of the ship also referred to as (redder) will be obligated and liable to the provide companion against the damages resulted in the product or service by the negligence or any other fault of the principal or master, crew, pilot, or other doing work in the vessel or ship\(^4\).

Consequently, when damage results from the operation of the vessel or ship, the owner of the ship might be accountable and liable. He is accountable for a variety of assistants who might result in losses and damage by the act of carelessness or oversight during the provision of service. The error has to be committed to the employment scope. This is both a temporary restriction that is also said, as the act has to be carried out throughout the course of employment and substantive restriction, which is also referred as the act that should be in some manner linked with the duties of the employees.

Therefore, the co-assured is protected when he is doing job as-as owner and therefore might be said directly obligated and accountable rendering to the diverse regulations in the "Maritime Code", for example, the provision discovered in the code while the operator that is a charterer of bareboat, or a mortgagee) is held accountable because of the mistake of the ship during the time of its operations that would usually be of the accountabilities of the owner(1).

In this scenario, the co-assured has to demonstrate that the associate would have been considered as obligated, and the claim had been filed or brought against such associate. Additionally, it is to note that if the co-assured is referred and identified as a mortgagee, the "P&I Insurance" coverage will be including similar peculiarities(2). Rendering to the rules and regulations, the co-assured referred in the entry certificate declared is the vessel's mortgagee. There are certain scenarios, where the mortgagee is equally obligated and liable with the owner of the vessel or ship. Rendering to USA legislation of pollution, the mortgagee might in certain situations be equally obligated with the owner of the ship and others who have a contribution in oil losses and damages(3).

Under the section 1005 (a), the general and overall regulation is a that-the responsible party, or the guarantor of the accountable party is obligated to the interest of claimant for the amount paid in claim satisfaction under this act and regulation for the tenure mentioned in the subsection. Under the clause of "Payment by the Guarantor"- the payment of benefits and interest under the tenure mentioned in guarantor's subsection is based on the section. Subsequent to the section 1016, enforces restriction on the liability of guarantor: Nothing in this act will enforce liability concerning an accident or any guarantor for losses or costs of removal, which surpasses, in the total, the number of monetary accountabilities that the guarantor has delivered for an accountable party showing pursuance to this section. The aggregate liability of the guarantor or direct action for claims that

were brought under these sections concerning an incident will be restricted to that amount\(^{(1)}\).

Therefore, the association might show consent to extend the cover provided to the associate the co-assured referred in the entry certificate. In this scenario, the co-insured as mortgagee shall have interest and benefits that could be insured, and therefore, will require co-insurance as of the fact that he might be said as liable for losses and damages by the legislation under USA regulations\(^{(2)}\).

4.4.2 Charterer

Rendering to the clauses “Marine Insurance Act” and set by the “P&I Insurance” might show an agreement to enhance the insurance coverage provided to the associate to a co-insured who is referred in the entry certificate and who is a charterer of the vessel that is entered and also being associated to affiliated with the associate insured under the similar entry\(^{(3)}\). Under this classification, the co-insured associated or affiliated charterer on the entry of owner is insured and covered for liabilities cost, losses, risks, expenses and payments that is occurred as the charter of the vessel or ship, given such risks also insured and covered under the entry of owner. A co-insured and covered charterer under an entry of owner is based on the restriction of insurance coverage appropriate to the charterer\(^{(4)}\).

4.4.3 The Global industry

This classification is only obtainable to the international operators who are bound by the contract of service with the insured or assured associate. Rendering to the rules and regulation, the association of the club might also reveal an

---


\(^{(2)}\) Keceli, Muhammet Alper. "Establishing a new protection and indemnity (P&I) insurance institution in Turkey/by Muhammet Alper Keceli." (2012). 94


agreement to extend the cover of insurance provided to the associate to a co-insured specified in the entry certificate who is an individual, a contractor or who have been entreated into the contract referred as "knock for knock" agreement that is customised and utilised in the international marine activity with the associate for services provision by the ship or vessel\(^{(1)}\). This is based on given that, the association has approved the contractor and its related terms which are not less favourable to the owner ensured that the every party will be held accountable for loss and damage to the items being transported and voyaged resulting damages such as death or physical injury, its own personal property or the property of others and the property of its affiliates and several other contractors and subcontractors, regardless of any fault or ignorance of that party or affiliates, licensees or the contractors and of their personal property\(^{(2)}\).

The voyage category is applicable only to the agreement and contractual obligation and liabilities associated to the vessel that is entered and is obtainable only if the co-assured has contracted with the associate or member on the basis of knock for knock signifying that the agreement has to be provided that each party is accountable for any damage or loss to its own contractor of personnel of the contractor\(^{(3)}\). There has been progressing increases in both the P&I as well as individual clubs and their retentions and the restriction collectively insured by the pool. The two of the graphs in the below image demonstrate the growth and development of retention of an individual club and of layers of the pool from 1989 to 2008. The trend shown by the below graphs shows the stability in year-by-year basis in an exposure. For retentions, the major increases were in the initial 1990s, and again it was seen from 2005 to 2007. The timing for the upsurges in pooling was same from 1992 to 1994 and to 2004, but the most expansion based on the material of exposure was the coinsurance layer introduction in 2004\(^{(4)}\). The timing

---


\(^{(3)}\) Thomas, Rhidian, ed. The modern law of marine insurance: Volume four. CRC Press, 2015.

for the increases in Pooling was similar (1992 to 1994 and 2004), but the most material expansion of exposure was the introduction of the Upper Pool and coinsurance layer in 2004.

4.4.4 The rights of co-insured or co-assured against insurance provider under “P&I Insurance” coverage

As parties in the contract of insurance to the certificate of entry of the insured associates, the co-insured will have the cover in terms of P&I under for such claims of losses and damages and those claims and damages must appropriately be filed against the associate who is showing negligence and ignorance towards the better provision of services from which the loss is being occurred\(^1\). The co-insured might have a right and an entitlement to claim for indemnity from the "P&I Club", irrespective of whether the loss claim has been established against the associate. It is significant though, to address that the cover of co-insurance is based on the same confines, which rule the insured associate. Alternatively, it can be said the cover of co-insurance is limited to the sum that the associate can recover from Gard if he is said and found as liable for damages and losses\(^2\).

4.4.5 Subrogation and Waiver

The associate or the affiliate whether he is an operator or the contractor is a party to a several of contracts and agreement in the duration of operations comprised in the offshore identification, exploration, and development projects. Such agreement and the contracts are most of the times involve one or both parties that are named in the contractual agreement not to work with or against other, a claim to which it is entitled otherwise\(^3\).

Such kinds of entitlement might could be arisen at common law, or a tort that has been committed by the other member or the party or who is under the

---

agreement and have done contract breach or by law or statute, the claiming party is being conferred with specific law rights. In this background, the actions, abilities and rights of the party can normally be considered to involve the actions rights actions, and abilities of the employees of that party, contractors, and subcontractors and for any other individual or organisation performing on behalf of the party(1).

As amid, the member and the club, the club is bound and contracted by such releases from obligation, liability, provided by the release and follows the "knock-for-knock principle" or else is approved by the pursuant of the club to the entry terms. The club can also avail and is entitled to the benefits of the associate whether such right and interest are present in the agreement, in the tort, or in any other right, which can be practised or has ensued. A subrogation waiver provided by the "P&I club(2)" shall protect the several other parties from possible losses and ensured to be provided with benefits from the club. Nevertheless, it will not safeguard the other parties from such obligations and liabilities, which are appropriate to bear in line with the contract.

This signifies that cover provided under the P&I insurance by the club provides comprehensive coverage for third parties in the contract. Thus, rights and interest of those parties are protected under the third parties insurance by these clubs(3). The co-insurance that is protective goes above the protection that is simple and provided under the subrogation waiver clauses because these insurances shall also safeguard the co-assured against the obligation and liabilities, expenditures and costs which must be faced and managed by the associate who is insured under the contractual and agreement terms, given the agreements meeting the necessities for “protective co-insurance” coverage(4).

Neither a subrogation waiver clause nor a clause of protective insurance will

---

provide relief to the party from need to arrange own insurance for such obligations and liabilities which are appropriately the party’s responsibility for instance damage or an injury to the crew to the equipment of subcontractor(1).

Furthermore, clause 8 to 2 of the coinsurance plan is new in the year 2016 that is being followed in many of the European States including the UK and this is the new versions, and the regulates and controls the rights and benefits of insurers from being subrogated to claims against the co-assured. The clause revealingly delivers that the insurance provider does not have any interest or right in particular in the contract of insurance or the third party which is co-insured has taken the express agreement and contractual liabilities and obligations to an assured to stay obligated and liable for damages and losses of the type or else protected and covered under the third party insurance(2).

The impact of the of the clause of 8-2 is that the moment the insurer accepts it to con-insure the third party does not revealingly reserve the interest and right to pursue recourse against the third party who is co-insured, he will be considered to have surrendered any interest or the subrogation right against him, subjected to that the rights have not been fortified by the assured to receiver or being protected under the coverage of insurance, it is also specified under clause 8 to 3 and in the sub-clause 2 described under 11.2.3(3). The load is on the underwriter to standby any such interest and right of subrogation in contradiction of the co-assured except the co-assured has specifically consented to remain obligated and liable despite the fact that he is third party co-insured(4).

One illustration to this could be that most of the times, the charterer at the time when it is warranted by the Charter party that ports that are ordered the vessel needs to proceed and go are safe for the vessel, the vessel starts to leave the port. Therefore of the vessel is hazardous or damaged or lost due to the insecurity of the port, the charterer has to compensate the individual for the loss and damage. The insurance provided for hull being compensated the owner arty for the loss, for example, repairing cost and repurchasing cost under the hull insurance will usually be subrogated to the possessor's claim-to-claim against the charterer. Though, if the charter party is co-insured under the coverage of hull insurance, there will be no subrogation interest of right into any claim in contradiction of the charter party unless the insurance provider of the hull has specifically earmarked such subrogation right rendering to Cl. 8-2(1).

Alternatively, it is likely and probable that the charter party is prepared to provide compensation amount to the party to which loss has occurred because of the negligence of the charter party. The party to whom the compensation may be provided could be a hull owner, and the claim is compensated due to the loss of damage in the vessel. The causes of damage can be illustrated as collision liability, or it could be any reason. Thus, these types of claims are covered hull insurance(2).

Thus, the charterer might show consent to comprise in the charter party a section to the consequence that he will endure accountable and responsible rendering to the dangerous port section, despite the fact that he is co-insured under the hull insurance (. Such a clause of express will be sufficient to provide the insurance provider of hull an interest and a right of alternative in contradiction of the charterer for harm to or damage of the container due to insecure port, even if

---


the insurance provider of hull has not himself earmarked an interest and a subrogation right against the charter party\(^{(1)}\). Cl. 8-2 necessitates that such sections are specifically included in the agreement that is charter party agreement. The antithesis is intended and clear. Any oblique terms to a similar consequence will not be sufficient to protect any alternative from the insurance provider\(^{(2)}\).

If the loss and damage to the hire insurance provider have compensated the earing and income loss as of the damage to the container or vessel resulted by ordering the container to the insecure port, he might chase or pursue the alternative option against the carter party either rendering to the clauses of express in the damage of hire insurance agreement or in the pertinent charterer, given that the law and regulation governing the charterer also allows indirect damages and losses such as income and earning loss or damage to be claimed\(^{(3)}\).

Even however, clause 8 to 2 is referred to as new and latest in 2016, it can also be said that it merely confirms what obeys from the background and contextual law. The background law might, of course, and evidently, vary from the country to country and might not essentially be settled law\(^{(4)}\). It signifies that it comprehensively protects the rights and interest of both the charter party and as well as the party whose items are being transported through the vessel or the container. These clauses of co-insurance under the P&I third-party insurance maintain the right balance of securing the rights and interests of both the parties.

While on the other hand Norwegian as well as UK law of marine and third party insurance under P&I is mainly associated and concerned with the published

---

\(^{(1)}\) Fan, Chihhao, Cheng-Jui Hsu, Jia-Yu Lin, Yung-Kai Kuan, Chieh-Chung Yang, Jui-Hsiang Liu, and Jiunn-Horning Yeh. Ibid, 84-91.


\(^{(3)}\) Padovan, Adriana Vincenca, and Iva Tuhtan Grgić. "Is the marina operator’s berthing fee a privileged claim under the Croatian maritime code?" Il Diritto Marittimo 119, no. II (2017): 366.

judgement in prior cases or the award of arbitration\(^{(1)}\). However, in 1988, it was written in the thesis by the "Hans Jacob Bull" professor at the "Nordic Institute of Maritime Law at the University of Oslo", that co-insurance mechanism likewise as unintended obligation insurance. On page 318, he accomplishes that in consequence a co-insurance also suggests a subrogation waiver against the co-insured or co-assured and mention to other researcher's backing up this view. Thus, the waiver clause seems beneficial for both the parties being charterer and the owner party as it makes sure that values of the inflation, property, and depreciation have been considered and taken into account in the limits and agreement of insurance. An appraisal or the assessment once every three years is an effective thumb rule and is sufficient, relying on the situations and circumstance\(^{(2)}\).

4.4.6 Disclosure duty of Co-Insured or co-assured

The person impacting the insurance that is the contracting or agreement party will normally have a right or an interest in the matter of the subject of insured and will take out the coverage or insurance for his own and personal advantages\(^{(3)}\). However, he might also enter in the agreement and contract of insurance for the advantage of a third party in the contract who might have a right or an interest in the insured's subject matter. Typically, the individual or the owner impacts and insurance to safeguard their own rights, interest, at the same time classify, and labels as assured or insured as well. Any party whose insurance coverage agreement ensures rights and interest is described as an insured or assured. The assured or insured who has not affected insurance contract us referred to as co-assured\(^{(4)}\).

---


Clauses 8-3 and the sub-clause 1, extend the duty disclosure scope outlined in above sections, to any co-insured, other than, co-insured or co-assured mortgagee are also covered in the third party insurance contract, and they are aware of having referred and considered under the insurance policy as co-assured or co-insured\(^{(1)}\). If the breach of an insurance contract has been as a breach of duty of disclosure, the insurance provider might merely invoke this break against the other third or co-assured parties if the co-insured had the general decision-making power and authority for the vessel operation as specified under the clauses 8-3, sub-section 3 and clauses 3-37. The co-assured in a break of the duty of disclosure might have surrendered his individual insurance even if he was not in the responsibility of the process of the vessel\(^{(2)}\).

Sub-clause 2 regulates the breach of contract made by the third party for the regulations and rules to a duty of care. This provision provides the right and insurance provider with the interest and right to invoke the resoles and regulations in cases of loss, damages, and duty of care in order to ensure the rights and obligations for both the insured and the insurance provider\(^{(3)}\). A charterer who is co-insured or co-assured has the duty of care in order to meet and comply with the regulations and rules of safety associated with the insurance contract. For example, dangerous and hazardous items that are carried on the vessel might forfeit the protection under the agreement of co-insurance if the break is in violation of the clause 3 to 22 and clause 3 to 25 resulting in loss of or damage might pursue alternative option against the charterer. The similar will smear to the damage of hire insurance provider who has remunerated the owner of the items being damaged for the loss of money and time due to the damage\(^{(4)}\).

---


\(^{(2)}\) Parsons, James R. "MARINE Insurance And THE PoLAR CoDe Ibid, 401-410.


4.4.7 Independent co-insurance and referred third parties

This clause was latest and introduced in the year 2016 and correspondents to the clauses 8-4 of the plan of 2013. The heading the was edited and amended in order to make it more clear that the clauses implement both the person referred in the third parties in insurance contract as well as mortgagees. Specific modification and changes were also created in the text. The provision provides the extended security and protection to a person named as the mortgagee and the third party in comparison to rule and regulations specified in above sections and in the classes discoed above as 8-2, 8-1, and 8-6(1). The protracted insurance cover can be triggered by a clear contract highlighting that the regulations in clauses 8-7 shall smear to the co-insured third party and/or mortgagee. Conflicting to other sections in analysed above, with an aim to obtain the security and protection specified in Cl. 8-7, the co-assured third party has to be referred in the contract of insurance(2).

The independent coverage of insurance signifies that the co-insured or co-insured is referred in the third party is not classified with the person affecting the insurance or with other insureds or assured if discovered in breach with their contract and agreement. This signifies that insurance provider can neither break of disclosure duty on the part of the individual influencing the insurance coverage nor any failure to encounter the duty of care on the other assured's part for example safety regulation breach(3). On the other hand, those sections and clauses in the above section that purposely restrict or exclude insurance covered, for example, clauses 3-17 and clauses 3-19. Will also apply the co-assured mortgagee or referred the third party if established independent insurance coverage under clauses 8-7. Nevertheless, it cannot be a complete substitute for a “Mortgagee Interest Insurance”. This kind of insurance coverage is a distinct insurance cover,

which is carried out by the mortgagee bank on also a portfolio, individual or fleet basis\(^{(1)}\).

**Chapter 5: Rights and Duties of Co-Assured**

Under the rights and duties of the co assured, the provision are described to the third party affected by the insurance of the ships, it implies that co-insured who is not a member do not have any direct duties. As it is mentioned that insurance must be needed for co-assured third party considering that, these parties directly are involved in the ship operations and therefore to reach to the position concerning co assured rules\(^{(2)}\). Here the issues will be identified and evaluated (SK Rule 5.4)

5.1 Due care and disclosure

Concerning the topic of third party cover for the benefit, first aspect present here is to identify extended rules concerning due care and duties of disclosure applied by the co-assured third party in their responsibilities and its breach. Secondly, to what extent they might invoke against co-assured before the completion of an insurance contract, and thirdly, insurance that is affected by the person have a central role in playing with regards to insurer information about the potential changes and risk exposure in such exposure\(^{(3)}\).

As per the conditions, it is required that members of the association shall make correct and full disclosure, before the insurance contract is concluded, in all the circumstances, a) it is known to any agent or member or on behalf of the affecting insurance, or in the business which is identified by the member or even by the agent b) where the Association gets influenced in order to decide on what terms cover is required to be given. c) make full, prompt and correct disclosure of every change circumstance to the Association, this is known by the members in


order to cover the risk of association and d) to make the possible measures against causing or agreeing without taking approval priory from the Association, in changing any circumstance by the association that covers the altered risk(1).

Regarding the duty of care and responsibility of disclosure, the rules are present that presuppose the duties that are compelled by the insurance relationship, and it provides the regulations related to the possible sanction to the insurer in an event these duties got breached. During the period of insurance, the due care duties can be divided into four different rules, safety regulation, alteration risk, and causality caused negligence by the duty of notification and assured and to avert the loss(2).

The required information is provided to the insurer related to the disclosure duties along with necessary information in order to estimate risk, whereas the alteration risks and their concerning rules that are not altered are secure as compared to these insurance period assumptions. If either on the duty of care the duty of disclosure has been breached, the insurer has the rule for terminating the relationship with third party and to ignore the future causalities liability. In the case of breach of duties, the sanction is available to the insurer regarding the duties of care and disclosure is addressed to the member(3).

However, this may be co-assured and addressed where it is allowed by the context, and it means that, in many cases, the co-assured will identify the member. The rulings of SK Rule 45.4 brings about any failure by the joining member and by the family member, or by any assured or any affiliate, with compliance to these

---


obligations and rules, shall however be deemed towards the member and joint member failure, affiliates and co-assured\(^{(1)}\).

However, the most prominent difference between the affiliate and co-assured is that although none of them can become these Association members, the co-assured is expressly named in the trade certificate entry between the affiliate and the co-assured, which results in the co-assured being insured. If a person is in the contracting party regarding the insurance, so for the contract benefit, he is entitled to the insurance rights, pursuant to the agreed conditions and terms. Similarly, as the affiliate is concerned, he is not insured regarding insurance contact party, this is the reason they are not entitled automatically to the contact benefit. After all the incidents, in its sole discretion the association, to an extent agree in covering an affiliate but in doing so, there must be no obligations present\(^{(2)}\).

This produces various differences between the affiliates and co-assured. One such concern is about the liabilities under the contract of insurance. As the insurance contract is not a party for affiliates, for the payment the third party is never liable of the calls or premiums (association although sets out the premium outstanding against the paid compensation to an affiliate. In contrast to this, the co-assured usually like, members and joint members are jointly liable for all sum of insurance under the certificate entry and its association where they are co-assured or named\(^{(3)}\). Therefore, to the co assured the rules would be addressed and as per these conditions, the insurer will have the right to refuse the compensation in payment.

5.2 Unlawful, Deliberate and Fraudulent Acts

On the Association, the member must not make any claim that is based on fraud, and if someone allow the vessel to be used in order to carry out the shipment for illegal purposes or even cause or attempting causality deliberately,


\(^{(2)}\) Wu, Pei-Ju, Mu-Chen Chen, and Chih-Kai Tsau. Ibid, 68-83.

any failure to comply with the requirement present above is co assured by the SK Rule\(^1\) 45.5 Whereas any omission or conduct to any joint member affiliate or co assured would make the Association reduce or reject the claims regarding the failure. Thus, all the members, affiliates, joint members and co assured shall be deemed.

5.3 Premiums

As a rule SK Rule 4.1.2\(^2\) is stating, the payment duty rests along with the member. Thus the co assured with the member must not be identified, considering that according to the conditions just the member is obliged to pay premiums, in the SK Rule 4.1.2 — The premium determined by the Association and payable by the member as regarding the member, the conditions are stating it clear that these members must pay all the premiums and sums due to the fall of the Association. In case of the failure in complying with the requirement, the members are not entitled to the recovery of Association with respect of any event during when is outstanding, is present in sum or any premium and Association must be authorised to handle all or even one case of Association to its member for the time being\(^3\).

However, the conditions of SK Rule 45 regulates the co-assured position, as per this rule name present of a co-assured on any Certificate of Entry shall be severely and jointly liable with respect of all calls, premiums and other sums in respect to the Association of the entered vessel.

As a result of this, payment of the Association to the joint member or any affiliate or any co assured or any of the member, must be deemed to the member payment of and also to all the jointly affiliates that fully discharge the Association obligations in respect of the payment\(^4\).

\(^1\) Regulation S-K

\(^2\) Regulation S-K


Notice that any member of the family or even any joint member, or any affiliate or any co-assured, to comply with obligations under these rules, as a failure must be deemed to the member payment, along with affiliates and co-assured, therefore the addressed rules to the members are consequently addressed to the co-assured, so that the sanction would reach to the assured. The addressed rules to the members, therefore, are also addressed to their co-assured, by which consequently the sanction would reach towards the co-assured (1).

5.4 Certification and classification

It shall be a precedent condition for the cover insurance that the vessel entered remains closed entirely with the social classification which is then approved by the Association as the classification of vessels does not change the society without the prior consent and that member shall maintain the validity of the statutory certificate which is issued on the behalf or by the vessel flag of the state in relation to the ISPS code and ISM code (2).

In any failure and of its event to comply with any requirements present above, the members will not be entitled to any Association recovery with respect to any occurrence of event during the non-compliance period so far, except this has been the only failure to comply with Rule 28.4.2-3 where the charterer member and its failure was beyond the control of members.

It seems that in this the provision involves the members alone, that is the shipowner since the ship-owner will have the authorisation and records for the society’s classification. It may be addressed, however, to the co-assured that an operator, in the Certificate of Entry who is co-assured is involved directly in the contract related to insurance (3).

5.5 Other conditions

Various other conditions includes that members shall comply with any Association's recommendations following survey compliance with any safety

(1) Eliasson, Lars- Arvid, Ibid, 80
(2) Regulation S-K
regulations or any directions that are issued by Association or any public authority that is capable to comply with the regulations. Also recommendation and rules and the classification society and its requirements, compel with all the state’s flag vessel and legislation require for, adaptation, construction, fitment, condition, manning, equipment, management and security, operation of entered vessel (this includes the applicable requirements of “Code of ISM”(1)) and statutory certificates validity is also maintained that is issued by the vessel flag state for the requirements on request provided by the Association(2). Authorization is necessary in enabling the Association inspection and to provide with any documents or information, in the current vessels possessions and in the classification society previously, related to the class and its maintenance, and to make the Association enable, in order to carry out survey at any time.

As per the “Rule 35(3)”, this rule provides the association with any requested document and information that Association request in order to man, operate for condition or the vessel management, incorporated in all the indemnities and contracts under any required terms by the Association and also excluding all the indemnities and contracts with any terms which association prohibited.

In case of failure to comply with Rules 29.1.1-29.2(4) and its requirement that are present in it, the members for any recovery shall not be entitled from Association, however exception is present if the liabilities are proved by the members along with the costs, expenses or losses, in any event, would have been incurred and it might be possible the Association have covered it if the members are compiled with the requirements(5).

(1) The International Safety Management (ISM) Code
(3) The International Safety Management (ISM) Code
(4) Regulation S-K
It is again to see that the, if member has complied to the requirements SK RULE 45.5 then 5.4, will be applied and all the co-assured that owners identified since any conduct, failure or omission that is caused by any joint member or any member, or any affiliate or any co-assured, under these rules will comply with obligations, and it must be towards the deemed failure for all joint members and member, affiliates and co-assured.

5.6 Burden of Proof

The members might have a burden while proving claims against the results of the Association from the covered risk under insurance.

5.7 Limitations of Co-Insurance

5.7.1 Liability and its limitations in general

The Association insures the liability of the members as they might be determined ultimately and can be fixed by the laws related to the liability and its limitations. Here the association is not liable legally for any excess in the sum of such liability.

Here the co-assured and a member is entailed in limiting the liability that Association cover, with respect to the liability there must be no recovery present for the amount more than to which the liability might be limited\(^{(1)}\).

5.7.2 Liability and Its Limitation, Co Assured, Joint Members and Affiliates

Where the covered insurance to the joint member, affiliates and co-assured is extended, the Association's total liability in no circumstance shall not be exceeded to its sum that vessel owner could recover the vessel that is sole assured.

Here the member is considered as the owner but the affiliates or co-assured member is a charterer, any extended covered insurance to the affiliate or charterer with the USD 350 million shall get limited for any vessel with the aggregation that arises from an event, this can be a single vessel.

5.7.3 Labiality and Its Limitation under the Additional Insurance That Is Agreed Separately

The Association and its liability in any case for all or any liabilities, costs and losses and including the expenses, affiliates and assured all members under any one of the events and even under single entry. It might have been limited to the insured sum about the entry. It is always provided that to the Association and its extent that help in reinsuring the risk under one single entry, the Association that might (with the insurance and its exception for the chemical and war risks, computer virus and biochemical Electromagnetically Weapons risks) is obliged only to pay the amount that is in excess of 10% to 10 million USD of the limit covered per event, it is the lowest amount that the Association receives as funds by the Association from reinsurers(1).

5.8 Cover for Termination or Cessation
5.8.1 Cover for Cessation

It is mentioned by the SK Rule 45.3(2) that any communication and its content in between the members and association or even the joint member or any affiliate or any co assured, within the knowledge must be deemed of all the collective members, members, affiliates and co-assured(3).

Where in case the cessation of cover, the co-assured will also be ceased in respect to the SK Rule 45.3(4). The covered insurance shall immediately be ceased where, ownership or the change management has entered inside the vessel, being an individual, the member that becomes bankrupt, against him the receiving order can be made, or this can also become insolvent, by being corporation, claiming that the member is wound up, dissolve liquidator or receiver appointed or the proceedings commences under the insolvency or bankruptcy laws in order to seek protection from the creditors(5).

(2) Regulation S-K
(4) Regulation S-K
A total loss is experienced by the entered vessel, or sometimes it is accepted funds and it might be estimated by the Association as being compromised, constructive and exception in respect to the liability or arranged. This includes the total loss by which the casualty arises, for ten days the vessel is missing, from the day she was heard for the last time. Then at the Llyod’s the vessel is posted with the missing complain if it is also requisitioned by the government Authority or State excepting that this insurance might cover the reinstated requisition period that has been ceased.

Under this, the member of breach of the co assured will also cease the cover by considering the SK RULE 45.3(1).

5.8.2 Members Termination

The association of all vessels or even one that on the behalf is entered by the members can also terminate the entry. These members can also be more than one, a) it can be done by giving the notice immediately where under Rule 28.1 the member is under the obligations and its breach (with respect to its risks and alteration and the disclosure), rule 28.2 (with respect to the deliberate, unlawful or fraudulent acts) or under the rule of 28,4 (in respect to the certification and classification of the vessel), b) on the notice given on three days, Under rule 28.3 where breach is carried out by the members obligations (with respect to the premium payments and other associations sums), c) on the notice of seven days where vessel is seen as unseaworthy, and the members are not made as seaworthy without any delay undue, or where Association could not carry any survey as they are not allowed to do so by the members regarding any changes in the circumstances by which the risk covered by the association is altered, or d) on the notice of the thirty days without providing any reason(2).

In the case where the cover termination is present, the cover for the co assured will be based as it is dependent on the SK Rule 45.3 where the communication contents in between the members and Association, or even the joint member, or any affiliate or any co assured shall be in the exception within

(1) Regulation S-K
(2) Regulation S-K
the members knowledge along with affiliates, co assures and joint members knowledge.

However, along with this, the Norwegian Insurance Contract ACT-ICA\(^{(1)}\) and its pursuant is terminating the insurance, that does not apply regarding the co-assured. If the contract insurance has been terminated, amended or exist in ceasing, that does not really apply regarding the co-insured under 7-1 sections, and it is also under the subsection of three and two unless it is notified by the insurer's party specifically concerning about the fact within the notice of one month.

The Norwegian Marine Insurance\(^{(2)}\) Plan is different, where NMIP adopts the approach that is more dependent. For instance, in § 8-3 the contract of the insurance has been cancelled or amended in relation to the third party that is co-insured. It is to point out however that the co-insurance and its concerning mortgages has taken approach which is different. The NMIP, in this case, adopts a co-insurance independently, for example, § 7-2, it can be seen that if the contract insurance has been cancelled or amended, the mortgages and their rights shall never get affected. Thus, the independent or dependent coinsurance is differently treated considering the applied regulations. In the conditions of P&I, the rule generally is dependent on co-insurance. Further, the co-insurance in the NMIP is dependent, and the co-insurance of ICA will be independent.

5.8.3 Termination and Cessations Effects

No liability shall be present under the Association whatsoever in any respect of an event occurring after termination or cessation.

This cover for the co assured will also be terminated or cease, due to the dependency factor which is explained previously.

---

\(^{(1)}\) Nordic Insurance Contracts Acts
\(^{(2)}\) Nordic Insurance Contracts Acts
CHAPTER 6: CO-INSURANCE UNDER ENGLISH LAW

6.1 General View

The fixed percentage that is paid against claim once the deductible is fulfilled is called the co-insurance. Co-insurance is the critical factor of the English Law that is defined quite differently in the Scandinavian system. English law and the Scandinavian system are the two basic law systems that have defined the co-insurance under particular terms and condition (1).

Concept of third-party co-insurance does not operate under the English system thus; it does not make any difference between the assured person and person affecting the insurance. For instance, there can be two possible conditions for the mortgagee either policy that is made under the law is assigned to the lander in the mortgage like any bank having a derivative interest or the person that has an impact on the insurance perform the function of agent for the mortgagee.

In any case, the co-insurance concept is not found whereas the concept is quite evident in the American P&I club that says, “The party insured under the insurance contract is considered as co-assured.” However, if any person is considered in particular when it can be said that the insured person is deemed to be insured if it satisfies Rule 1.3.8 and 1.3.11 (2) under the American law, it can be claimed that co-assured will be given due to benefits when it was named under the conditions of the insurance contract. It can be defined in a better way while considering the case of the club. When member term is defined under the club rules, it has given the same rights that are given to the operator, charterer, or operator of any substance that is insured under the Association. Where it is necessary that the association must be entitled under the membership of Association if the term member under the context should involve an affiliate, joint member and co-assured (Adel, 2010).

(2) Regulation S-K
6.2 Applicant Owner

Applicant owner is the person or entity that is related to the application or the policy and has given some rights along with the responsibilities. The responsibility of the applicant under the law following some policy is to pay the premiums of the policy so that the policy does not lapse. Applicant owner also has the rights of changing the beneficiary, access the related information, but the concept of applicant owner is quite different under the rules that include the further rights, and responsibility of owner. Likewise, under the rule, applicant owner for the condition of entering in the association insurance refers to the owners in some various conditions like the partnership owners, owners having separate shares regarding the severalty, owner as a trustee, owner as mortgagee, part owner, owner as operator, builder or the manager. However, the person having a direct impact on the application, the person on whose behalf the application is made, or being made for entry in the same insurance association that is irrespective of its membership in the association (Stem, R., 2017).

6.3 Managers

Managers generally refer to the person who manages the operations of the association. It is the one who deals with the working staff and carriers out different responsibilities in an organization like the human resources, various operations of the organization, managing the functions like import and export and many other responsibilities. However, these managers can be permanent or time being, but the rule refers to the time being managers of the organization(1).

6.4 Member

Member of any association is the one who enjoys the facilities of the association after filling the terms and conditions of the membership. Once the membership terms are filled, then it has to fill the responsibilities and obey the rules of the agreement. Member is an essential entity of the association whose choices has to be given serious attention and managers form appropriate policies for them under the different strategies. These members can be permanent or the
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time being. Permanent members are the one who may be owners or has taken the permanent membership under the terms set by the owners or the managers. Under this rule, the members are not permanent, but time being and the policies that are made for these members are followed strictly under the rule\(^{(1)}\).

6.5 Owner

Owners refers to the partnership owners, owners having separate shares regarding the severalty, owner as a trustee, owner as mortgagee, part owner, owner as operator, builder or the manager. However, the person having a direct impact on the application, the person on whose behalf the application is made, or being made for entry in the same insurance association that is irrespective of its membership in the association. Owner also refers to the builder of the ship as well as the person whose name is written on the slip or the entry certificate\(^{(2)}\).

Thus in the light of these concepts, the point should be noticed that while dealing with another mortgage or party or the charterer, this person is considered as the one who has effect in the insurance contract and is considered as the agent representing the interest of the third party. In such type of cases, the mortgagee influences insurance for its benefit like the insurance affected person works as an agent for the mortgagee includes the provision of direct or original interest. Hence, the distinction inherited problems are solved through agency doctrine under the letter of attorney or power of attorney in the condition when the person who influences the insurance works as an agent for the assured (Judie, 2008).

In the civil law system mandate or the system of common law, power or letter of attorney is the legal authorization of act on behalf of other entity in the matter of business or any legal matter. Two entities are involved one the principal and other is the agent. The principal is the one that authorizes the other on specific conditions and terms. The principal makes the guidelines for others under individual Acts like the Agency Act 1973\(^{(3)}\). Then the principal hires the agents
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\(^{(3)}\) Agency Act 1973
for working on any particular project under the conditions set by the same Act that also set the responsibilities and the rights of the agent or attorney. Whereas under the general contract law that deals with the agency, the agent can be acted on behalf of the principal under the limits and rules that are agreed by both of the entities. Manager in the cases is the one whose authority exceeds the limits of manager whereas agent does not involve in the ratification of acts. The agent is also restricted to give information of the agency to any unknown or unsuitable person; otherwise, his act can execute it from the agreement or mandate.

On the other hand, the principal should satisfy the contracted obligations along with the agent with the confirmation of authorized mandate and upon asking the importance must be paid for the necessary expenditures of the execution. If any losses occur with the execution of mandate, the principal must pay these losses whenever they do not result in the guiltiness. Lastly, the principal pays the expenditures to the attorney that are occurred on the execution of the mandate. These expenditures can be a simpler one that occurs while the execution of mandate or the remuneration that must be paid to agent despite the assumed effect except the case in which agent is the one who is blamed.

Moreover, it should be considered that while dealing with other parties, the person may assign the policy has an effect on the insurance dealing with mortgage thus it can be said that it has the derivative interest. This is the reason for which it is stated in UK Rule 15 A, of UK Introductory that any Association will not give insurance under the contracts between the owner and the association and these contracts can be assigned even if the written consents of the managers are not available. Whereas the managers have, the right of either accept the consent or reject it within their discretion even without stating any reason. The managers are also allowed to give their consent on such things that they think are suitable for the condition, and there will be no hindrance in their way. This concept can be clarified by taking the example of assignment (project) under the law of real state agencies.

Assignment refers to the transfer of rights from one party to another under the law; the one who assigns it is assignor whereas the second one is the assignee.
The legalisation of the assignment refers to the rights and the liabilities under the law. The manager rejects any assignment that is made without the consent of the managers, or it will be considered as void and will have no effect of this assignment that shows the importance of this assignment further. Furthermore, UK Rule 15 B of UK Introductory Act states about the specification of the managers for the conditions of giving the consent of the assignment. Association shall include the claim that is presented by the assignee for the deduction or retain of such amounts, and it can be estimated by the managers that whether it is sufficient for the discharge of liabilities of the association assigner whether it existed at the assignment time or having accrued. According to MIA (Marine Insurance Act 1906), a marine policy is assignable unless it contains terms expressly prohibiting assignment. The conditions do not prohibit such assignment but in order to be binding for the underwriters, some formal requirements must be fulfilled\(^{(1)}\).

In the second case, the mortgagee must be assigned with the policy like the provision of the rights under the policy. Policy refers to the principal or the course of proposed with the help of an individual or organization. Here policy refers to the terms that tell the procedure if the assignment is not followed correctly. Thus, the policy binds the assignee and assignor under the conditions of the assignment.

Under the general contract law, the contracted assignment of rights is the complete transfer of rights to parties so that it can receive the benefits that are assured to that body under the contract. It can be observed from the example of a contract between the two bodies A and B where party A has contracted with party B to sell its ship for some amount of money say $ 30000 after contracting the party A will tell the benefits of the contract when it is sold to the party C for some amount.

In the example, party\(^{(1)}\), A is assignor whereas party C is assignee and party B is obligor. However, it should be noted that here, party C does not act as the third party beneficiary party. It should also be considered that the common law favours the assignment freedom thus; the assignment is permitted if it is not restricted within the context of the contract. An assignment neither decreases the chances of another party to receive any benefits nor its effect on the duties of the other parties. Under the assignment, the unique rights are given to the parties that cannot be assigned to another party. If party A pays, $1000 to party C for representing its case than it will not pay to any other party for the same case that can be summarized that the party A cannot assign the contracts rights to the legal representation of another party.

Hence, it is possible to affirm that the concept of identification in the context of marine insurance does not exist in UK marine insurance law. Thus, it is clarified that the rules for the owner will be different for the third party\(^{(2)}\), as the person effecting the insurance is the one who is agent represents the interest of third party or merely an assignee of its duties and rights. The insurance law handbook says if the issue of wilful misconduct is considered, the other party B will not be claimed due to the actions of party A under the policy when A is separately interested from B. This is mainly the case when the insurance affects the advantage of two or more assured for instance for both mortgagee and mortgagor. Whereas if the claimant is not the assured originally, but used the title of the assignment, in this condition, the insurer can appeal for misconduct against the assignee by the assignor.

Under Rule 1 of UK Introductory, the Association has provided cover thoroughly in the benefit of the owner. This is further elaborated in Rule 14 under the UK rule that if a member whose name is not on the register enters in a certain property based on call or any other preferable source, then its name will be
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entered in the register so that further chaos will be appropriately handled. This is not only true for the one type of owner but also includes the joint owner, permitted assign, insurer but also the extent allowed under the rules 10, 11, 13 and 15\(^{(1)}\). Furthermore, it should be noted that the rights should not be acquired according to the third party under the Contracts Act 1999\(^{(2)}\) of the United Kingdom or the legislation of the same nature. The above statement constitutes Rule one of the UK introductory. At the same time, UK rule 5L says that all insurance contracts that are made under Association shall be dealt according to the Marine Insurance Act 1906 irrelevant to the modifications with such Act. However, in these cases below mentioned provisions can be applied as the background law.

*Uberrimae fides* insurance is elaborated under the MIA (Marine Insurance Act 1906\(^{(3)}\)) Section 17 that imposes the duty on its insurance, i.e. such type of questions should be adequately understood, and such risks not be misrepresented. Further, the material facts are disclosed under section 18 that is mainly related to the rating and acceptance of risk. Non-disclosure is the term that is used in case of failure to do so or reduces the chances of insurance by the insurer. Section 50 of MIA further elaborates the fact that the ship-owner might assign the policy benefits to ship mortgagor or in some cases any third party. It should be noted that concept of co-insurance does not exists under the English Law or even in English insurance system but the concept of the composite system is present in the system in the insurance is provided more than one entity, and each of them has the diverse interest in the insured subject matter. Thus, it can be said that the legal material should be existent for the regulation of institute of such types that is based on the paper and serves as an interpretation source\(^{(4)}\).

### 6.6 Composite Insurance

Concept of composite insurance is slightly different from the co-assured that says that composite policy takes place when the insured party makes the insurance on the place of the third party. The whole situation is explained in the *“Barlow*
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\(^{(1)}\) Marine Insurance Act  
\(^{(2)}\) Contracts Act 1999  
\(^{(3)}\) Marine Insurance Act  
Lyde & Gilbert LLP\(^{(1)}\)” that defines the situation that the third party is co-assured but on behalf of the insured party. Under the English system of third insurance, party ensures the primary or contract suggests for the composite policy, i.e. the policy under which the divisible interest of the insurance is covered whereas the policy covers the interest of both at the same time\(^{(2)}\).

This is further elaborated in the “Barlow Lyde & Gilbert LLP\(^{(3)}\)” and the case of “National Oilwell (UK) Ltd v Davy Offshore Ltd\(^{(4)}\)” where the subcontract obliged the terms of the main contract for getting the insurance policy of property of all risks that covers the equipment supplied under the subcontract before the delivery of equipment. Subcontractor can enjoy the above benefits under the law, but it should be noted that all of these are exist before the delivery, not after the point when all the material under the contract is delivered. There is also a defined rule for the liability under the policy under which the main contractor procures the policy against the liability in case of any defect of the material under the contract, and it should be pointed out that the policy exists for both main contractor and sub-contractor before as well as after the delivery. If the defects are caused after the delivery because of any suitable reason belongs to the main contract then due to delay in the construction it will occur the loss to the main contractor as it is the one who delayed order. In the case mentioned, the insurer, who tried to cover the money from the subcontractor through the subrogation, paid these losses.

However, the subcontractor rejected the claims with the statement that the subcontractor was the party of insurance contract thus is saved from the proceedings of subrogation under the general rule that the subrogation does not exist for the insured parties. Thus the court held decision on behalf of the subcontractor and ordered that the subcontractor was not co-insured but on the risk of
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(1) Marine Insurance Act
(4) NATIONAL OILWELL (UK) LTD. v. DAVY OFFSHORE LTD. [1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 582
delivery\(^{(1)}\), therefore, the main contractor should be authorized to insured on behalf of the subcontractor. However, it was not the case as the sub-contractor took the obligation. Thus, the main contractor noticed on the insurance of pre-delivery losses. Therefore, it was decided that the main contractor and sub-contractor are co-insured only for the pre-delivery risks\(^{(2)}\).

Under the English system of contract, the policy covers the interest of both the main contractor and the sub-contractor, but the policy is composite in which each of them has a separate contract concerning the insurer. The case of “Barlow Lyde & Gilbert LLP\(^{(3)}\)” further elaborates that the third possibility is also considered in the English system that says that the policy taken by the single insured under the agreements of contract with any other party but the other acts as the intended beneficiary. Thus, in other words, it can be said that according to Martine Insurance Act, interest numbers can be insecure as the alternative of the composite policy but for the one that is insured for the benefit of himself and the person who is not identified.

By examining the composite interest deeply, it is observed that the typical examples of the interest are the policies made by the mortgagee and mortgagor. The claim is observed in the “Barlow Lyde & Gilbert LLP \(^{(4)}\)” where both entities acted as the relevant for the composite interest. It shows that both the owner and the lender are related to one another concerning the composite interest under the English system of contract.

By examining the "cover of the third party under P&I insurance" is examined it can be proved that it is suitable for the examination of some core issues regarding the composite policy under the English law as according to the paper, the third party is the person, not the member that is named on entry certificate\(^{(5)}\). Association is mainly agreed with the person whose name is
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\(^{(1)}\) NATIONAL OILWELL (UK) LTD. v. DAVY OFFSHORE LTD. [1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 582


\(^{(3)}\) First State Ins. v. Banco de Seguros Del Estado, 254 F.3d 354 (1st Cir. 2001).


\(^{(5)}\) First State Ins. v. Banco de Seguros Del Estado, 254 F.3d 354 (1st Cir. 2001).
mentioned on the certificate of entry for extending the afforded cover to the member. It should be noted that under the policy identification of the specified persons is sufficient enough as it also includes the description along with the name. This description of the specified person includes the details about that person like its address, contact number and the behalf on which it is part of the contract so that no any chaos takes place in the composite relationship. It should be noted that the description must include the reason for co-insured in the related question.

The claim is further elaborated in the case of “Talbot Underwriting v Nausch Hogan & Murray Inc (The Jackson 5) 2006 2 Lloyd’s Rep 195(1)” that defines the condition in further details. In the case, the question came out that whether or not the repairers of ship-owners were co-insured under the prescribed policy: as well as for the companies that are associated and affiliated, interrelated companies, subsidiary, and the ventures of joint interest. The court decides that the repairer was not part of the group of companies similar to the main contractor and is more than the concept of contract repairing that was required to give rise joint venture(2).

For understanding the case clearly, case of the alleged insured can be taken under consideration if the name of the alleged co-insured entity is not mentioned with the name or described in the way that it is considered as the subject insured under the policy. The question arises that whether the main insured entity that is the actual proposer acted as the agent or not, i.e., whether co-insured entity acted as the unidentified principal of main insured. Before examining the facts in detail, it is necessary to identify the partially disclosed or the anonymous principal(3). An unidentified principal is the one where one party while transaction knows that the actual principal thus in these cases, both the agent and principal are thoroughly liable for these types of transactions. Under the English law, if any subject a signs

any contract with the T on the name of a then it is open for the third party to assert that the contract takes place by A on behalf of P. Thus, the resulting contract was between the P and T, but in actual sense, the real principal A is unidentified.

The same situation was observed in the case of “Cooke J in Talbot Underwriting v Nausch Hogan & Murray(1)”, in which it is understood that the impact of the unidentified principal is same as that of the common principal, but it creates problems in the relation between the agent and principal. Related to the issue, the case shows that the court held the decision on the bases of facts, not the relation between the agent and principal as the relation was unclear due to complexity(2).

The case of the unidentified principle under the study is identified in the case of “Siu Yin Kwan v Eastern Insurance Co Ltd ”(3) that held that the owner of the ship requested to the agent of a ship for providing the policy that includes the powers of ship owners. The policy that is provided to the shipping owner must include the potential of the owner and the liability of the owner towards its customers and employees. In the case, it was observed that the policy was issued, but the issue was that the shipping agent named as the insured. Under the same circumstances, an accident occurred for which the owner of the ship was considered as liable to its employees and the matter was worse when the Privy Council held that the owner was insured correctly following the policy that is made by an agent for the principal. The council held that under the policy the authorization, as well as intention, had also been held thus the owner of the ship is liable to the employees. Furthermore, in the book “Barlow Lyde & Gilbert(4)” it is explained that some possible problems can occur when the non-recognized entity in the policy claims as insured.

(1) Talbot Underwriting Ltd –v– Nausch Hogan & Murray (“Jascon 5”), Ibid,195
Thus, the chapter accomplishes that the fixed percentage that is paid against claim once the deductible is fulfilled is called the co-insurance. Concept of third-party co-insurance does not operate under the English system and does not make any difference between the assured and insurance affecting the subject. Whereas the idea of composite insurance exists in the English, system that is slightly different from the co-assured that says that composite, the policy takes place when the insured party makes the insurance on the place of the third party. Under the English system of contract, the policy covers the interest of both the main contractor and the sub-contractor, but the policy is composite in which each of them has a separate contract concerning the insurer. Finally, it can be said agreement is not authorised if the primary insured for obtaining the cover for some other person that in some conditions can ratify the act that is unauthorized under the law and thereby it claims as to the party for the main contract.

CHAPTER 7: CO-INSURANCE UNDER THE CASE OF BRAZILIAN LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Brazilian practices of the co-insurance highlight the fragilities that enhance the benefits, rights and interest specified under current laws and regulations in respect to the association amid numerous insurance providers or in respect to the security and protection of the insured and co-assured or the beneficiaries. The lacking and absence of regulations surprises any scholar who prior to analysing the questions in the context of Brazilian practices, approaches the co-assurance with the help of comparative law. It has been examined and explained by the several researchers that true and correct dialogue of the parties in this field is necessary to avoid disputes. It is in between restricted doctrine, and the rapid jurisprudence is to asses and evaluates the subject matter. The only thing that the terminology co-insurance is comparatively the hardships to describe, disabling as the fallouts, also the ensuring of rights and interest of both insureds including third parties and insurance provider.

De Oliveira, (2018)(1), considering the absence or lack of regulations and rules of law that outlines the law models supplied by the jurisprudence that is comparative, it is hard or complex to know in what way to proceed as it is not easy to classify and recognise appropriately the kind of co-insurance that confronts the Brazilian exercise and practice today. In fact, co-insurance in the country is fundamentally associated and referred to the co-insurance amid insurance providers and the parties including the third parties, which is also amid co-insurance amid numerous assured.

Co-insurance within the Brazilian law viewpoint is fundamentally that modality where numerous insurance providers are carrying out the risk on shared basis sharing via premium and being the selection of the co-insurance providers the approximate leader. To put it in our lawful picture of the lacking and irregularities it is now highlighted the new and latest "Civil Code 2003" that promotes the unification of the commercial and civil obligations in specific articles that are 760 and 761. However, as denoted, these sections and provisions are referring to co-insurance amid the insurance providers and not the one who is referred to in the contract. Therefore, it is clear that more scholars and studies carried out to enhance the sector and market of insurance in Country Brazil, comprising the one associated to the description of the co-insurance and the bound parties under co-insurance third-party contract(2).

The entire insurance market, including co-insurance and reinsurance, is governed and controlled by the "Decree-Law No. 63, of 1966", which formulated the national procedure and system of private insurance. This law establishes the primary instructions and guidelines on the national strategies and policies for the
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organisations serving the insurance sector as well as formulate and extends power to the controlling organisations and authorities\(^{(1)}\).

At the opening of the market for reinsurance and co-insurance, complementary and regulation no 126 of 2007 was published to control and regulate the reinsurance and co-insurance, related contracts and transactions and still present a lawful keystone. The “Civil Code of 2002” now mainly controls contract of insurance. Furthermore, the public law is smeared to the co-insurance as well re-insurance market, and it looks like the laws associated with public bidding, IT and infrastructure and agreements and administrative proceedings of sanctioning. In addition, the re-insurance and co-insurance marketplace is severely controlled, particularly when it arises to amalgamation, solvency regulations, registering and deregistration, standardized wordings of contracts etc.\(^{(2)}\).

Therefore, Brazilian regulations and laws outline the obligation of the insured person to notify the claim to the insurance provider with an immediate effect as the former gets aware of the loss and damage. It likewise orders that the actions of both insurance provider and the insured individual within the background of the insurance association be directed by the greatest good belief and faith. Grounded on such rules and provisions, Brazilian cases are to the impact that late notice, in the situation, does not establish an adequate basis for refusal of compensation of claim\(^{(3)}\).

7.1 Reservation of rights

Brazilian law and regulation have no significant and specific provision for the coinsurance, which does not specify it cannot be accomplished or done. In that
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sense or meaning, it can be suggested that entire communications issued by the insurer to the insured and then implementable, the holder of policy in the duration of claims handling focus that their contents will not be built as an insurer's right waiver resulting from policy and or the regulation and law comprising the right to possibly identify and recognise absence and lacking coverage for any and all damages resulting from the claim. It is significant that the behaviour of an insurer is steady with that\(^{(1)}\).

7.2 Non-disclosure and misrepresentation

Brazilian law addresses the subject of non-disclosure or misrepresentation. It is done under two different moments. Moment 1 is underwriting and acceptance risk, and moment 2 is throughout the policy terms in situations of enhanced risk or hazard. In the first, the non-disclosure/misrepresentation will involve the forfeiture of the rights of insured to the indemnity collectively with the outstanding payment of the premium as an obligation. The misrepresentation and the non-disclosure is a major enough that it might influence the acceptance of the risk or the rates of premium and cumulatively, (I) the insured performed on undesirable faith, which ought to be evidenced by the insurance provider\(^{(2)}\).

In the occasion that the misrepresentation or the non-disclosure did not consequence from undesirable faith of the insurance provider (or the insurance provider is not capable to evidence otherwise), the insurance provider will be permitted to select among the terminating the policy or upholding it and collecting additional premium or changes. Nevertheless, in case of no such occasion or event, it will be capable of refusing a claim on that basis. Whereas in the second moment, misrepresentation or non-disclosure might involve forfeiture of the rights of insured to indemnity results in undesirable faith, which then again do the insurance provider prove. Fail to notify the insurance provider of any loss or
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damage occasion considerable enhances that risk of non-payment of the claim, as it is known by the insured\(^{(1)}\).

### 7.3 Co-insurance and reinsurance claims

In overall terms, the current Substantive law of Brazil seems as additional favourable for the insured’s, but current and latest developments highlight the major shifts for an additionally balanced system. This implies that regulatory agencies and consumer protection agencies in the country have a major impact on the insurance market. This also signifies that the rights of both parties, whether insured or insurance provider are comprehensively secure under these regulations. The insurance provider also have the right in certain situation that they may deny the claim payment when it is the fault of insured's for example of the insured person did not check the wellness and fitness of the vessel that is the responsibility of the insured or any damage in the vessel is not informed by the owner of the ship which is his duty of care then failure to do so, both parties can file a claim in even of losses arising from mistake of any party\(^{(2)}\).

### 7.4 Rights of third-party coinsurance under Brazilian P&I Insurance law

The P&I insurance in Brazil give the right to the third party to file against the claim against the insurance provider for the claim resulting in any damage or loss of the product, which was insured on co-insurance basis. The Brazilian laws draw a differentiated line in this regard amid insurance for civil liability and mandatory liability insurance. In this regard, it has also been specified by the Supreme Court that third party cannot file or move against the insurance provider if the insurance provider is not the party to the legal claim or the lawsuit. Nevertheless, in the recent amendment in co-insurance and third-party insurance, the court has allowed the third party to move or file against the insurance provider and can claim for the damages and losses arising from that\(^{(3)}\).
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7.5 Rights of Insured for direct claim or action against co-insurer or re-insurer

According to the Brazilian law of insurance, there is no right contain by the insured to claim against the reinsurer or the co-insurer if the co-insurer is the principal insurer of the party its products being voyaged or any other liabilities. But there are some exceptions to this regulation, that the insured can bring the claim against the insurance provider in the liquidation or total loss resulting from negligence or misrepresentation of the insurance provider and the insured can also claim against both parties whether co-insurance or reinsurance provider. Remedies that insurance provider has in case of misrepresentation or non-disclosure by the insured\(^{(1)}\).

The civil code of Brazil under article 766 specifies that the omission of deliberates by the insured of the situation for which they must be aware of, they could have impacted the acceptance of risk, or they could have made the insurance provider accepting to ensure their item or anything they might not want to, but due to non-disclosure, and misrepresentation, insurance provider has ensured such item. This when to resulting in loss and damage to the insurance provider, they can file a claim against the insured party and can also deny any compensation or claim amount to the insured party\(^{(2)}\).

The gap of providing sufficient information from the insured party to the insurance provider has been filled by the Brazilian Jurists, and the courts have given clear instruction for reduction of such gap. This signifies that now insurance company has the clear and obvious right to receive sufficient information regarding items of service to be insured and it is the obligation of the insured party to disclosure all the necessary and required information to the insurance provider. In order to do this, under the Brazilian law, a detailed risk questionnaire has to be filled out by the insured and provided to co-insurer and principal insurer before entering into agreement or contract of co-insurance or reinsurance\(^{(3)}\).
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This signifies that requirement of a good faith that has to be upheld by all the parties into the insurance contract as advised by the "Superior Court of Justice". It can be backed with the case law of "Agent in REsp 16411348/SP" where it was stated by Justice “Moura Ribeiro” that insured was under the duty of care to provide complete information and liable for information disclosure to the insurance provider and it was also held that the care duty could not be discharged only by filling out the risk questionnaire. This signifies to the major issue that whether insured acted and performed in good faith by revealing true and correct information in the risk questionnaire(1).

For example, before insuring a car, insurance provider asked in the questionnaire regarding the number of previous accidents of car or frequency of repairing shop visits of a subjected care, and despite numerous accidents and service centre visits the car owner specifies no service centre visits and no accidents just to prove the fitness of the car. This suggests that in order to get car insurance owner or the insured did not act in good faith and thus in case of a claim, the insurance company might bear a huge financial loss. Thus, in this case, after identification of the incorrect information or undisclosed information served by the insured, insurance company can deny the claim(2).

7.6 Potential liabilities on ship-owners under co-insurance and third-party contracts

Cover for the obligations and liabilities not covered or insured by policies of hull and machinery in marine insurance is usually provided based on non-profit by the "Protection and Indemnity" which is referred as P&I clubs that are grounded on mutuality(3).

Insurance businesses provide P&I cover as Raetsmarine, and further big insurance providers as AIG have comprised in their insurance services portfolio the insurance service provider for marine insurance. It is also recognised that after the vessel incident or an accident, the vessel A investigated, checked and detained
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believing that it was not worthy of the sea and resulted in the loss to the insured\(^{(1)}\).

Thus, the insurers require investigating and verifying the details and the facts behind such loss. If vessel A is covered and insured under the Brazilian market, time policy and the checking of seaworthiness should be done and must have taken place prior to book the vessel and start of its operations or trip. If it is not checked, then, insurance providers might be in a position to deny or refuse liabilities or paying claim against losses to insured.

This will also happen in the case of policy of voyage if it has started the trip in unseaworthy position breaching the consideration of common insurance law that principles of implied warranty will be applied on the insurance company and thus they will be liable under the Brazilian marine insurance laws which also provides coverage for the liabilities resulting from collision of ship or vessel\(^{(2)}\). It is to take into account that a crash per sea does not yield an obligation. Obligations for crashes as well for allisions rely on "the discovery of responsibility that produced or donated to the loss incurred". The circumstance in question demonstrates that the freighter vessel "B" was on a dock on the procedure of unloading freight at the instant when the vessel "A" hit it\(^{(3)}\).

Thus, the owners of the vessel A might perceive and put a view that the collision or crash was not a consequence of a fault but from "inevitable or unpredictable accident" which might be linked with the technical fault or machinery failure. But if the cause or reason of the crash is not dominated then inevitable or unpredictable accident plea can be filed but it will not be accepted as it happened in the case of The Merchant Prince [1892], in which it was specified that crash was a consequence of technical fault in steering of the vessel, and it got amid that hindered to move the ship's direction. Thus, it was stated by the court
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\(^{(2)}\) Haugland, Ane. Ibid, 37.

that as the reason for an accident was unknown, the court refused the plea of the inevitable accident\(^{(1)}\).

Under Brazilian laws, collision liability covers and insurance policies or agreement with "fixed and floating objects" "(FFO)" always relies on the H&M policy that is hull and machinery policy. It also remembers that P&I clubs offer cover and insurance for liabilities that are not protected under Hull policy. That is why the Standard Brazilian insurance covers for obligations and liabilities in a case of a collision under the hull policy, and it signifies that Hull insurer will pay for the three-fourths of the understood and implied liabilities given that the limit is 75% of the total value of the insured item or vessel. The P&I club covers liabilities is the remaining portion and non-covered under the policy of hull. In association to FFOs the standard Brazilian market, Hull sections offer no cover, and then in this circumstance, the P&I Club helps to provide the insurance coverage\(^{(2)}\).

But if the agreement or the contract of marine insurance obey the international hull sections and clauses with the changes to offer obligation and liability coverage to four-fourths and any liability resulting from contact with FFOs, then the P&I will not offer this coverage. The aggregate cover for liabilities on crash and contact with "FFO" is particular characteristics of the clauses and sections of Nordic Plan. The collision produces and generates the sinking of the tanker ship or vessel and the loss of cargo items\(^{(3)}\). The clauses of the hull do not provide the insurance coverage for cargo in the insured ship or vessel. To evade responsibility and liability on the cargo vessel owners, they might invoke and have immunity grounded on the "Hague Visby Regulations". Ultimately, liability might be forced on the possessors of the vessel "A" if the responsibility in the crash is finally professed upon the ship or vessel.


\(^{(2)}\) Padovan, Adriana Vincenca. "The importance of marine insurance in the legal protection of the sea."
In Pravna zaštita mora. Hrvatska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti, (2017): 78-83

Furthermore, the P&I clubs deliver insurance coverage for the liabilities resulting from crash and collision of the vessel with other ships or vessels. This is because the collision of the vessels might result in heavy financial losses because the huge amount of raw material or finished goods are damaged and broken or missed in the sea and thus owners of such items bear huge losses. Thus, the items that are covered by the P&I Clubs include salvage, cargo, towage, and scrap items. Each of these items has massive financial value and the collision of vessel consequence in losses of these items having higher financial value. Thus, the clubs provide coverage as well as expenditures in association to labour costs, wage costs and legal costs and for the penalties (1).

As stated above, a collision produces various probable damages and potentially loses and liabilities. Criminal penalties and charges are possible to appear when the damages from sea conditions take place. Immediate measures and actions to prevent or reduce loses and capabilities are needed. Maritime fatalities might occur in diverse parts across the world with diverse authorities and systems of law. The benefit of the P&I Clubs in a severe loss such as casualty is the growth of Correspondents to help owners of the ship and masters in a similar place of the accident or collision (2).

Thus, from the above sections, it can be summarised that Brazilian co-insurance and third parties coverage under P&I Insurance is effective in order to secure the rights and interest of both insurance providers and insured parties (3). Thus, it also regulates effectively the transactions and dealings involving co-insurance and third parties in the contract of insurance.

7.7 Summary

The current Brazilian practices regarding the co-insurance laws and regulations were discussed in this chapter. The discussion is based on the association of several insurance providers that provides security and benefits to the beneficiaries or assured ones.

(2) Pijaca, Marija, and Božena Bulum. Ibid, 85-105.
(3) Regulation S-K
The current law shows a lacking of law and order of the regulations of the Brazil government regarding the co-assurance and insurance policies. It is found in several types of research that there is a rare reference seen among the policies of insurance and the relevant cases. It is not easy to understand the current situation of Brazilian law and practices being done under the jurisprudence of the country.

The law of civil code 2003 shows the true picture of lacking the regulations that do not refer to the people who are bound in the contract of co-insurance and insurance providers. Decree-Law no 63 is the present law under which Brazil formulate sits insurance system giving guidelines and giving powers to the organizations. This law clarifies that the insured person is obligated to claim for the insurance provider to have the immediate effects. This will clear all the claims, and the communications will be easier between the insurer are the insured. The law entails two different moments of non-disclosures that is underwriting and risk acceptance and the terms of risk enhanced within the policy frame. Both these covers the rights of the insured obligating him/her for the premium.

However, it is also said that the current law is considered a favourite for the people who get insurance with some amendments to the previous one. It also consists of the right to the people that they can claim for their payment in case of the fault of the damage. In addition, the P&I policy of the country gives the same right with some exceptions. The claim is restricted to be in liquidation or the loss through the negligence of the provider, and it is equally applicable to the insurer. To claim for the damage, the insured party is required to fulfil all the necessary requirements by filling a questionnaire. Moreover, the collision of Hull policy is discussed under the Standard Brazilian setting the limit for the liabilities to be covered under insurance.

P&I policy is the recommended policy to be followed by insurance companies as it covers the towage, scarp, cargo, and salvage because all these have financial values and can also cause an immense amount of loss. The policy covers the other costs as well, including the wage costs, legal cost and other penalties. The sea conditions are described separately under this law, and it requires criminal penalties to the insurer. In addition, it
was analysed that maritime fatalities require a lot of facilities and organised law considering the diverse issues that can be helped by P&I. It can be summarised that Brazilian co-insurance and third parties coverage under P&I Insurance is effective in order to secure the rights and interest of both insurance providers and insured parties.

CHAPTER 8: PROTECTION & INDEMNITY CLUBS UNDER THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

In the Anglo-American legal system, the insured’s liability for damages to a third party is the subject of insurance (i.e., third-person insurance), which can take two forms, one of which is liability insurance, and the other is "compensation" insurance (indemnity insurance). The main difference between the two is that under the compensation insurance, the actual payment of damages by the insured is a necessary condition for the insured to make a claim; and under liability insurance, there is no such requirement. It can be seen that the compensation insurance exists purely for the benefit of the insured, to fill the insured's actual losses for the ultimate purpose, the insured has no damage, the insurer does not bear the insurance payment liability; and the liability insurance abandons the ultimate goal. The idea of filling the insured's loss and developing the function of protecting the interests of third parties, regardless of whether the insured actually paid compensation to the victim, as long as the insured's liability for the third party has been determined in accordance with the agreement between the insured, the victim and the insurer, the insured may file a lawsuit against the insurer. If the insured's payment cannot be made, for the third person, in both cases, the result is the opposite.

8.1 Third Party's System

P&I insurance provided by the Protection & Indemnity Clubs is traditionally compensation insurance. The P&I Club only pays for the amount that the members of the association should compensate and have paid. Typical association rules often include the following provisions: "Unless the board of directors makes

the opposite decision based on discretion, the member shall first settle the same amount as a precondition for a member to claim compensation for the liability, cost or expense of the association. This is the pay to be paid or pay the first clause. Historically, the term was incorporated into the P&I Club rules to enable its members to rely on the financial stability of other members.

With the development of the third party's system of insurers' rights, the boundary between liability insurance and compensation insurance has become increasingly blurred. In the United States, most states have enacted third-party direct litigation legislation that allows victims to sue directly against insurers of third insurance to claim compensation; and to deny the legal effect of the "no litigation" clause on the grounds of a violation of public policy. Some states also prohibit the issuance of an insurance policy that does not expressly stipulate that a third person have the right to sue the insurer when the insured is in bankruptcy directly. It even believes that the insurer cannot invoke the defence object specifically for the insured. The United States effectively converts a compensation policy into a liability policy(1).

In 1930, the United Kingdom enacted the Third Person Rights (for Insurers) Act, which, in accordance with the law, provided that the insured was a company, if the insured was a natural person, was bankrupt or reconciled with the creditor, dissolved; second, the insured's liability to the third party has been determined, and the insured's right to the insurer in relation to his liability for the third party is transferred to a third party. Further, the third party can claim from the insurer. The prepayment clause of the P&I Club and the third party rights law conflict with the legal effect; in this case, whether the prepayment clause will face the fate of being declared invalid as in the US non-action clause, thus affecting the P&I(2).

The reason why this issue is mainly concerned in settlement of the British law is that, according to statistics, there are currently more than 20 ship owners'

---


(2) Haugland, Ane. Ibid, 37.
P&I clubs in the world, and 16 of them are more substantial, 11 of which are in the UK, and the 11 P&I Clubs have absorbed 80% of the world's merchant ships, London has become the centre of the international ship claims industry, so research on issues related to P&I Clubs is closely associated with UK law\(^{(1)}\).

### 8.2 Scope of Application of Act, 1930 and Basis for Direct Claims of Third Parties

It is precise because of the traditional distinction between liability insurance and compensation insurance that the 1930 law applied to P&I insurance, which once had doubts. Article 1(1) of the Act stipulates that it apply only to insurance contracts; therefore, whether the law applies to P&I insurance, the form of mutual insurance depends on whether the relationship between the association and the members can be regarded as an insurance contract. The Monmouthshire & South Wales Mutual Indemnity Society Ltd. Etc. Case and The Allobrogia case eliminated this doubt\(^{(2)}\). In The “Allobrogia” case, Judge Slade determined that although the Act, 1930 did not define the insurance contract, the arrangement between the P&I Club and its members was a general legal term and Article 1(1) of Act, 1930.

In English law, some of the principles are universal. One of them is that only the parties to the contract can sue for the contract. The law does not know what the third party's rights arising from the agreement is\(^{(3)}\). This is the principle of contractility (privately of contract); this principle does not recognize any interest of the third party under the contract. When the insured of the liability insurance loses its solvency, the third party cannot directly obtain the claim from the insurer\(^{(4)}\).

The introduction of the United Kingdom's 1930 law reflects the reform trend of British law to weaken the principle of contractual relativity. The phenomenon directly dealt with by the law is that when the insured loses its solvency, the insurance proceeds become part of its assets, and the victim of the third party can only participate in the bankruptcy process as an ordinary creditor. In 1930, the law

---


(2) Nordic Insurance Contracts Acts


(4) Nordic Insurance Contracts Acts
passed the legal transfer of the insured's rights to a third party, so that the insurance income was exempted from being part of the insured's bankruptcy property, thus protecting the interests of third parties\(^{(1)}\).

As for the basis of the rights that the third party has acquired, the British legal practice and doctrine generally hold the right to transfer, that is, the direct claim of the third party is the insurance claim of the insured obtained by legal transfer. The court strictly interprets Article 1 of the Act, 1930 as the insured's rights, and transfers them to a third party with any conditions or premises affecting their rights; using Harman's Judge in the Post Office v. Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society Ltd\(^{(2)}\) (Post Office v. Norwich, 1967). Said that the third person could not pick out the plums and leave the duff behind. The court emphasized that the law was intended to give third-party insured status, and Judge Brandon stated in the "Fanti" case that “it is clear from the provisions of the Act, 1930 that the legislator never intended to have a third person in the right. The insurer's relationship is more advantageous than the insured itself, except for Article 1(3).

Therefore, the rights of the insured transferred to a third party are subject to the defence of the insurer. The insurer shall have no less than the right agreed in the insurance contract for the third party and shall bear no more than the liability as stipulated in the insurance contract. This means that if the insured has a false statement, a breach of the obligation of truthful disclosure, or a breach of the insurance contract, the insurance insurer can invoke the defence, the insurer can also resist the third party without insurance liability. The prepayment clause in the insurance contract is one of the arguments often cited by the insurer. It has a fundamental destructive power to the third party's direct claim, because the legal consequences it sets are incompatible with the 1930 law: the law of 1930 One of the applicable preconditions is that the insured is insolvent, which often indicates that the insured is incapable of paying compensation to a third party, which cannot meet the requirements of the prepayment clause, and if the insurer is allowed to

---


invoke the prepayment clause, the third party naturally does not enjoy direct claim\(^{(1)}\).

As mentioned above, the Act, 1930 does not want to grant a third person the right to be superior to the insured, except for Article 1(3). This article is the so-called "anti-avoidance provisions", which stipulates that "any liability insurance contract established after the implementation of this law, if directly or indirectly agreed, when the insured occurs in paragraph 1(a) of this article or any event identified in item or (its property has been escrowed under an order issued under section 421 of the Bankruptcy Code of 1986) declares that the contract is invalid or alters the rights of the parties, and the contract has no effect." Visible, the legislator has envisioned. It is possible for the insurer to take the solvency of the insured as a prerequisite for his liability, thereby circumventing or reducing his liability under the 1930 Act\(^{(2)}\).

### 8.3 The English Court's Determination of the Validity of the Prepayment Clause

On this issue, the English courts have been controversial for quite a long time. In the “Allobrogia” case, Judge Slade envisaged two ways of negating the P&I Club’s prepayment clause defence: first, he believed that there could be arrangements between the requestor and the liquidator to satisfy the requirements of the rule, "although obeying the preconditions stipulated in Rule 28 clearly represents an entity issue related to the facts of the case. I do not think it is completely impossible to speculate. For example, I cannot be sure that under the cooperation between the requester and the company's future liquidator. A plan cannot be devised to enable the liquidator to perform the debts of the claimant by lending, and then the debt is paid directly or indirectly from the association in accordance with normal procedures. This plan can achieve full compliance with rule 28\(^{(3)}\)." He pointed out that if the above plan is not implemented, the prepayment clause is also very likely to have no legal effect in accordance with

---


Article 1(3) of the 1930 Act, but it is "not necessary and inappropriate in this case to be disadvantageous in this regard. The conclusion of the association was not clearly defined"(1).

In 1988, the two cases were submitted to the Court of Appeal together. The Appeals Chamber, composed of judges of O'Connor, Bingham and Stuart-Smith, listened to various views of third parties (cargo claimants) regarding the inapplicability of the P&I Club Prepayment Clause. The third workforce seeks to persuade the court that the prepayment clause should not be interpreted narrowly or that the principle of equity should be observed, and that the person seeking compensation does not need to suffer losses (i.e., advance payment) before the execution of the compensation contract(2). The Court of Appeal denied these two points of view and believed that their precise wording based on the prepayment clause was untenable(3).

The third person also invoked Article 1(3) of the Act, 1930 and the Court of Appeal unanimously determined that the Prepayment Clause did not violate the article. The loss of solvency does not change the rights of members of the association to the association, nor are the rules of the association intended to alter these rights; association rules are at best only effective in depriving members and third parties of these rights. On the other hand, the Court of Appeal unanimously supported the request of a third person to negate the prepayment clause to comply with the rules of the association(4).

This view is rooted in Judge Staughton(5). After the Court of Appeal believes that the rights and obligations of members are transferred to a third person, the third person must be treated as a member. If a member must fulfil certain conditions before seeking compensation from the association, the third

(2) Till, Geoffrey. Seapower: Ibid.
(4) Bhattacharya, Yogendra. Ibid, 267-292.
party should do the same; for example, submitting the claim to arbitration and the prepayment rule is another example. If the prepayment rule applies to a third person and the third person must pay for it, this requirement is impossible to achieve. Therefore, the Court of Appeal denies it. If the Court of Appeal is interpreted broadly, it will have the following effect such as for a contractual condition that cannot be fulfilled, a party, i.e. trustee, assignee or subrogate can ignore the situation and ask the other party to perform.

The House of Lords will soon overthrow this determination. The House of Lords, in accordance with the usual natural interpretation of the rules of the association believes that its members are not entitled to compensation from the association unless the member itself first performs its duties. In other words, the member's payment of a third party's claim is a prerequisite for the association's reimbursement\(^{(1)}\). They acknowledge that there is an equitable principle that allows a compensatory contract to pay the third party directly or in some cases to the compensated person to perform a first compensation contract. However, this principle of equity cannot be applied as long as the contract stipulates the opposite agreement. If the association rules do not explicitly include a prepayment clause, a member or a third party can invoke this equitable principle; in this case, the terms are expressly included in the rules of the two associations\(^{(2)}\).

The House of Lords also found that members of the association, if they did not pay the claim, had only possible rights to the association, and this possible right was transferred to a third person under the 1930 Act. The third person cannot obtain a better reason than the insured concerning the insurer. They confirmed that if the insurer had a defence to the insured, he would also enjoy the third person. As for the view of the Court of Appeal that the prepayment conditions are impossible or ineffective, the House of Lords believes that it cannot be invalidated.

---


\(^{(2)}\) Zhang, Xuefan. Ibid, 3464-3479.
simply because the terms of the contract cannot be fulfilled. They also denied the idea that the prepayment clause violated Article 1(3) of the Act, 1930\(^{(1)}\).

According to the House of Lords' judgment, the P&I's prepayment clause will prevent third parties from directly using the association under the law of 1930. The third party can only file a lawsuit against the insured as an ordinary creditor unless the P&I Club exercises discretion and is allowed to pay. It is worth mentioning that Judge Goff warned the P&I Association that he said the possibility of the P&I Club refusing to pay the victim under the prepayment clause in the case of personal injury and death, reminding the association that it should not seek in such instances. The premise of the terms of the asylum and the legislator should strengthen the legislation to prevent the P&I Club from using this clause to escape responsibility\(^{(2)}\).

British scholars also disagree on this issue. The editors of the 16\(^{th}\) edition of the Arnold Marine Insurance and Average Act consider that it is challenging to apply Article 1(3) of the Act, 1930 to the prepayment clause, as it only exempts the insurer from loss of solvency. The terms of liability are invalid. Another scholar, Hurd, believes that it is impossible to give effect to the prepayment clause because it would defeat the purpose of the 1930 Act, and he cited the Thompson v. Reynolds (Thompson v. Reynolds, 1993)\(^{(3)}\) case as an analogy. In the example, after the two ships collided, the ship responsible for the collision was betrayed in accordance with the order of the maritime court, and the proceeds of the sale were paid to the owner of the injured ship to perform the damages awarded and was considered to be the amount that the insurer should pay under the agency


\(^{(3)}\) Thompson v. Reynolds, 858 S.W.2d 328 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1993).
collision clause, although it is not actually paid in accordance with the provisions of that article(1).

8.4 Late Development

Although the House of Lords has made a judgment in favour of the P&I Club, there has been doubt about whether commercial use of the prepaid clause is commercially justified. In the course of the review of the 1930 Act, the English Law Commission pointed out that the provisions of the Act of 1930(2), on the transfer of the rights and obligations of the insured, were initially intended to give third parties the same status as the insured, but the actual effect somewhat deviates. It is often impossible for a third person to meet the conditions stipulated by the policy, or the nature of these conditions determines that they can only be performed by the insured, or because the insurer insists on being conducted by the insurer, which directly hampers the third. The person filed a lawsuit against the insurer. Therefore, the Law Commission recommended that certain restrictions should be imposed on the defences invoked by the insurer(3).

Among them, the prepayment clause was proposed as a particular issue, and the Legal Committee issued an advisory opinion for this purpose. Most of the consultants believe that the law of 1930 should be reformed to prevent the insured from using the prepayment clause. Some people suspect that the mutual insurer is based on the solvency of its members, pointing out that many claims were not paid first by the insured before the claim was paid. Many people suggest that the P&I Club's practice of not using the prepayment clause in personal injury cases is not enough to protect a third person. The opposite view is that the prepayment clause is crucial to the operation of the P&I Club.

---


(2) Contracts Act 1999

They believe that if the P&I Club is not allowed to use the prepayment clause, it will force its migration to other countries. It was also reminded that legal reforms in the area of marine insurance being discussed at the international level should be avoided. The International Maritime Organization is considering compulsory insurance and third party direct litigation system for claims other than oil and harmful toxic substances. Based on these feedbacks, the Commission found the Court of Appeal's determination to be preferable to the House of Lords' decision. As Judge Bingham has noticed, the third person is not bound by the prepayment clause, and in fact, does not contradict the policy of the Act, 1930(1).

The Commission believes that if the insurer is allowed to invoke the prepayment clause. It will result in the statement made by Judge Stuart-Smith. "Any responsible insurer can cross the law by using a prepaid requirement to drive a four-wheeled carriage. Even those insolvents who is liquidated do not always insist on performing. The new bill should strengthen the protection of third parties, and the prepayment clause should not be valid after the transfer of rights. At the same time, the Commission noted that it was reluctant to engage the new law in the field of marine liability insurance, which is currently being negotiated at both the national and international levels and should avoid conflict with international measures(2). Therefore, the Commission recommended that the new law only invalidate the prepayment clause for marine insurance in those personal injury cases, which is consistent with the practice of the P&I Club(3).

8.5 Changes Occurred At the International Level

Whether the liability insurance is separated from the compensation contract to fill the damage, or whether the third party is allowed to file a lawsuit directly against the insurer, it reflects the strengthening of the protection of the third party's interests. In addition, because of this factor, the insurer's enjoyment of the third party is subject to more and more restrictions. The United Kingdom has

(1) Huish, R., 2017. The failure of maritime sanctions enforcement against North Korea. asia policy, 23(1), 131-152.


enacted the Employment Responsibility Act of 1969 and the Road Traffic Act of 1988, both of which prohibit the insurer from invoking third parties with certain defences against the insured under the insurance contract. The third person has better rights to the insurer than the insured\(^{(1)}\).

Contrary to this movement, the prepaid clause in the P&I Club implements the traditional concept of compensation insurance. If the insured unfortunately loses the ability to pay off, the insurer can refuse to assume insurance liability because it has not suffered actual losses. This will create glaring inequities for third parties. As noted above, in many states in the United States, no litigation clauses have been abandoned, and the P&I Club's prepayment clauses are effective in English courts, even in the Law Reform Report of the Law Commission\(^{(2)}\). This is so because they fully take into account the unique nature and operating mechanism of the P&I Club. The P&I Club is an international ship-owner organization that is voluntarily organized by ship-owners to protect each other and share the damages that are the responsibility of the ship-owner. It is a non-profit organization. The members of the association are both insured and insured. It is an insurer. It can be seen that giving full understanding and respect to the rules of the P&I Club is an essential factor in safeguarding and promoting the development of the shipping industry; and this consideration and the policy of protecting third parties are bound to form a restraining force\(^{(3)}\).

At a time when the British domestic law was ruined, significant changes had taken place at the international level, and there was a great spark of fire. In the 1969 International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, as a mechanism for implementing liability established by the Convention, the legislator introduced the concept of compulsory insurance and stipulated the third party's direct claim to the insurer. Article 7, paragraph 8, of the Convention, clarifies the defences that the insurer may invoke. Any claim for pollution
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damages may be filed directly with the insurer of the ship owner responsible for the pollution damage or other person providing financial security. In such cases, In this case, the defendant can invoke the limit of liability determined in Article 5, paragraph 1, regardless of whether the ship-owner has actual fault or complicity. It can also invoke the defence of the ship owner's private ownership\(^{(1)}\).

The defence of pollution damage originating from the ship owner's deliberate violation may be invoked, but it shall not invoke any other security that it may have cited in the proceedings filed by the ship-owner. The defendant has the right to request the ship-owner to participate in the proceedings under any circumstances. It can be seen that according to the compulsory insurance system, a third person cannot only directly sue the insurer, but does not need first to sue the insured to determine the responsibility, and the insurer cannot invoke it to counter the insured's defence, including of course The prepayment clause of the association is very different from the UK legislation. From the basis of the rights of third parties, the rights acquired by third parties under the Act, 1930 are transferred from the insured, and with the transfer of the insured's obligations, they are strictly related to the contract between the insurer and the insured\(^{(2)}\).

Under the Oil Pollution Liability Convention of 1969, the rights of third parties are obtained directly according to the special provisions of the Convention and are independent of the rights of the insured. Therefore, the insurer must not confront the insured's reasons against the third party's direct claim of the person. In this sense, the third party's immediate claim is not the insured's right as stipulated in the liability insurance contract, and the insurer is obligated to pay the third party's insurance compensation. In short, if the law of 1930 is based on the transfer of rights as its legal basis, then the Oil Pollution Liability Convention, 1969 is based on the original acquisition. It can be said that the compulsory insurance and third party direct litigation system established by the Convention, 1969 marks a higher level of protection for the interests of third parties. This is the
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result of the increasing importance of the marine environment for the international community\(^{(1)}\).

At the beginning of the Liability Convention of 1969, the relevant persons in the insurance industry once thought that the compulsory insurance system is established could only be a one-act, but the facts show that their predictions are wrong. The mandatory insurance system not only becomes a guarantee of the success of the responsibility convention but also are important factors that have a profound impact on other international legislation. The same system was adopted in the International Convention on Liability in 1996 and Damage Compensation for Maritime Transport of Hazardous Substances and the International Convention on Civil Liability of 2001 for Fuel Pollution Damage. In addition, the draft Convention on the Removal of Shipwrecks and the Protocol to the 1974 Athens Convention currently under review by the IMO Legal Committee are also prepared to include mandatory insurance requirements\(^{(2)}\).

---


Conclusion and Recommendations

Conclusion

From the above analysis it has been found that the prime objective of “protection of Indemnity Insurance” that is P&I Insurance is to protect and safeguard the rights and interest of assured and insured from the risk and threats of the liabilities that might arise from their activities of maritime and processing of shipments of valuable items of several third parties that might be damaged, lost, and broken during the voyage or being shipped from one destination to another destination. Contemporary P&I, obtainable to owners of the ship and charter parties tends to deliver and offers comprehensive coverage for a broader variety of liabilities, damages, losses and hazards to items and products being voyaged. It also covers for the loss of life, and physical harms and injuries to passengers, crew, wreck removal, and loss or damage to the property and pollution.

Gard has increased and developed from the P&I Insurance provider of native vessels sailors at the beginning on the 20th century, to one of the biggest players in the “international marine insurance” industry that provides insurance coverage for assets loss, liabilities and loss of income during cash in safe or cash in transit. Owner of the property or an asset and Mutual P&I has the biggest business line. As a multi-line insurance provider, with the robust rating in the insurance market, Gard is the uniquely placed and positioned to comprehend the how risks are suited and fit together and classify the finest products choice ensuring service and coverage.

As observed, insurance is coverage provided by the agreement that binds the party to indemnify another party against particular losses and damages and loss in return for the amount of premium that is paid. Associating to the topic, it was essential to restrict the research and thesis to specific kind of insurance, and thus it has been done for co-insurance, reinsurance, and third parties coverage under P&I Insurance. This insurance is the central and main liability insurance in the shipping context. It is fundamentally the liability of the insured and assured,
which also covers health, injury, death, and damage to loss of the property or any valuable items being voyaged.

The agreement and contract of insurance are whereby the insurance provider, the P&I club will pay for the compensation to the individuals who formulated and are bound in the contract that is the associates of the club if the described events occur. However, the individual who is going to get the compensation may be another individual than that one who has influenced the insurance. In the case, the clauses of the co-insurance will be applicable. From the above analysis, it has also been that coinsurance means and signifies that it is the insurance contract amid the individual influencing the insurance and the insurance provider is made to provide an advantage to more than one and multiple assured.

This assured is, in turn, is referred as the third party to the insurance contract which is referred on the entry certificate to whom the association has shown consent with respect the limitations to extend the cover provided to the associate of the association or P&I club. Therefore, it is rational to declare that the necessities and provisions found in the insurance agreement or insurance conditions are tackled and addressed to the individual who impacted the insurance, which is part of the agreement, inferring, as a beginning point, that the co-insured, who is a third party to the agreement, has no direct obligations, liabilities and duties.

Though, the P&I Insurance might be required for the possible co-insured referring that these parties are most of the times directly engaged in the operation of the vessel or ship and thus in a provision to break the agreement or contract rules and clauses. In a comparative approach, it remained concluding to observe that some of the provisions tackled and, managed to the associate might also be addressed to the co-insured or assured. This is due to the "Doctrine of identification" as referred in SK rule as described in the above analysis. This was also described under the European or UK system that differentiates amid the person influencing the insurance and the insured party.
The individual influencing the insurance is the one when enters into the agreement with the insurance provider whereas is the individual who has the interest and right of protection and indemnity when a loss or damage occurs. Differently, the particular Norwegian and UK system does not work with the idea or the notion of co-insurance of a third party and do not distinguish amid the individual influencing the insurance and the insured party. In this background, the regulations and rules studied and addressed to the vessel or ship owner are also be addressed to the third party as the individual impacting the constrict of insurance is referred taken into account as the agent who is representing the interest of the third party or an assignee of obligations, duties, and rights.

Under the Brazilian system, the lacking or the absence of regulations and rules surprises any scholar who, prior to assessing the question regarding Brazilian practices, and the approaches for co-insurance by the comparative law. The policy and jurisprudence to assess and to evaluate the subject is extremely restricted and only address with the fact itself, incapacitating, like fallout, the likelihood of construction of a jurisprudential model. Consequently, the examination of the P&I Clubs rules, statues, and regulations in particular “SKULD P&I CLUB”, UK P&I CLUB”, and “GARD P&I CLUB” enables to comprehend differences in each system and the terms and conditions a little bit better.

From the above analysis, it has also been found that the P&I insurance is able to provide comprehensive and complete coverage for third parties who could be the co-insured under the insurance agreement as well as principal parties for the damages and loses during vessel trip. Thus, it also tends to maintain the appropriate balance in order to maintain and ensure the rights and obligation of insured party and insurance provider. That is why the most appropriate rationale for obtaining the marine insurance can be the avoidance of uncertain situations and prevention for unforeseen risks and hazards that might arise from road, sea, and air conditions during the shipment of the products and services from one destination another through the vessel, road containers, or airfreight.
This is done to prevent financial as well as non-financial loss such as goodwill and business reputation that is done by paying a certain amount of money that is called a premium to the insurance provider. Potential risks that might be covered under the marine insurance coverage includes damage and loss of vessels or ship, cargo, terminals and any cargo or transport from the point where the insured products or items are loaded to the final destination where they are being unloaded as per the document prepared before shipment started. Then the insurance provider functions grounded on some particular principles and rules that are considered during the whole procedure of marine insurance coverage. These principles are the greatest subrogation. Good faith, a measure of indemnity, insurable interest, and proximate cause.

From the above analysis, it has also been found that the greatest good faith in marine coverage, the probable insured party must provide all the information that is complete and correct and it must not contain any manipulated information to save insurance cost or to provide wrongful disclosure to the insurance provider. It has to be done on a voluntary basis by the insured party without hiding any situations or concealing conditions, whether it is good or bad. Then the insurer and agreement will make the condition for the article r clause grounded on the data and information that is collected and provided by the broker or agent who is working on behalf of insured of insurance provider. The greatest good faith is needed for both the parties bound under the “marine insurance act 1906”, section 17. If there is a failure to observe the complete faith by any party being insured or insurance provider, the contract might be evaded by another party when in case the agreement is made enforceable in court.

It can also be concluded that marine insurance providers and the P&I clubs are governed and regulated by the provisions of the above-specified act. Marine insurance providers provide coverage for the known and quantifiable risks that are mainly hull and machinery insurance for owners of the ships and care insurance for owners of cargo. With a contrasting view, the P&I clubs offers insurance coverage for broader unknown risks, which can be called as third parties liabilities and obligations that marine insurance providers are reluctant to provide coverage
for. Third party risks and threats include liability of a carrier to an owner of cargo for damage to items, the liability of a ship after collision, and any damage resulting from environmental pollution and also war risk insurance though, some marine insurance provider are also willing to cover war threats and risks.

It follows that any provided cargo might be insured multiple times. The shipper and cargo owner provide conventional coverage, and the ship or vessel will have the "P&I Insurance" cover. If the cargo is damaged or lost, the owner of cargo must first make a claim of cargo against the vessel but afterwards might evade liability because either, he did not result in loss or, the rules of Hague Visby provides exceptions and exemptions from the obligation or liability. In such a scenario, the owner of the cargo will claim against his or her own insurance provider. If there is a failure in this, but claims against own insurance provider, then reimbursement will be done by the client will be the application of subrogation principle that helps to pursue and claim in own interest and rights against the vessel.

Thus, it has also been found that Subrogation is a lawful principle where the insurance provider takes over the creditor’s interest and rights to lawfully chase their debtor. Subrogation rigid can arise in two diverse means. One means is with the help of law, and the other means is with the help of a contract or an agreement. Subrogation from law mostly arises in agreements of insurance coverage. However, subrogation from the law is a justifiable lawful principle, which is a segment or section of law referred to as "just enrichment". The significance of subrogation is greatest common in the sureties and insurance areas. It is also likely that subrogation permits rights of proprietary such as interest or claim to ownership of products and goods. When the insured party claims for compensation and recovery or monetary and losses rightfully by their agreement, an insurance provider pays the compensation back to the insured party for their damages and losses on their behalf at the time.

It has also been found from the analysis that, marine insurance providers charge a premium amount, which is the guarantee to the insured party for full and compressive coverage throughout the validity of the insurance policy. Whereas on
the other hand, P&I Insurance is financed and funded not by the premium amounts but by pool, kitty or calls that are formulated by associates of the club contributing to the shared pool of the club out of which claims are paid. If the pool is insufficient, the club associates will be asked to pay additional call or amount, but if it is in surplus, the club may ask associates to reduce the call or amount for the subsequent year. They can also make a refund for the surplus amount to its members. Only operators of the ships or vessel with a sound and healthy reputation will be permitted to join the club, and any club associate who provides reckless or avoidable damages or losses, the club might ask them to leave.

While a marine insurance provider will, on an average, compensate £70 for every £100 got in premiums, a P&I Club pursues to run as a non-profit focussed business. Inquisitively, the biggest “P&I Club”, “Norway’s Gard”, achieves to syndicate shared P&I business with traditional marine insurance coverage. In this case, the rules of marine insurance act come into force, there will be an increase in third party, and this might consequence in conventional insurance providers losing more finance and businesses to P&I clubs.

Recommendations

By analysing the above case and scenarios, it can be recommended to have voyage policy in order to have the most suitable and appropriate coverage. This policy will provide monetary and financial protection and guarantee for the goods and services transported via vessel or ship. Thus, any loss or damage to cargo will be protected and covered by such policy. Though, like any other insurance policy, the policy of voyage needs the crew which is on-board to be competent and to make sure that the vessel or ship is worthy of the sea and fit for the purpose with a capability of making the purposeful journey. If this is not the case, then the insurer is not needed to provide any monetary protection. The cause and the reason for the fact are that such policies are not objected to cover against the risk that an avoidable, but instead for unforeseen threats. The policy of the voyage is commonly utilised in the business of export, thus play a very big role in it.

Additionally, it can also be recommended that providers of vessel services should attempt to fix the situation and items must not be damaged. In here, it will address what the methods and procedures are to be created with the illustration of
the container or ship. Primarily, when any problematic situation occurs such as an engine lost power, or any damage occurs, it must be analysed or checked if there has been any pollution or probability of pollution. Then it is recommended to lighten or get repaired the ship before it starts to sail and start its trip.

Likewise, the arrangements must be formulated and made to analyse the damage to the ship or vessel or any engine that has caused a problem. There also has to be a clear and stated step to follow with an aim to get the repairs completed and done. The member of the crew must make sure that complete records are kept and this information has been provided to the insurance provider and the insured party in order to avoid any conflicting situation in future.

Moreover, this information has to be preserved for the owners of ships and vessels and insurance providers in exclusive terms and not be disclosed to any third parties other than parties involved in the contract. Moreover, when ultimately the repairs and the record compliance and fulfilment is done, the salvage investigator must work to have a proper submission of the report of an accident with the detail for insurance providers, and the copy must be provided to ship managers as well. These measures should be taken and made sure by the insured party and insurance party that the owner of vessel and ships has followed these measures in order to avoid losses and insurance claims faced by "P&I insurance clubs".
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